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Dynamics of the Motion of a Phase Change
Boundary to Changes in Pressure
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CharlesArms Laboratory of GeologicalSciences
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Abstract. Becauseof the significanceof both shallow and deep phase changesto
geophysical problems, the dynamical response of a phase change to pressure loading
was investigated. It was found that the characteristic behavior of the system may be
analyzed in terms of simple parameters of the system by using analytic expressions
that apply for the initial part and the final part of the motion of the phase boundary.
These expressionsare obtained from approximations based on generalizations of
Neumann's solution for melting at a constant temperature or from simple physical
approximationsbased on the over-all geometry of the model. The range of applicability
of the approximations can be obtained from the approximations themselves. The
analytic results compare very favorably with exact numerical solutions. The distribution of heat sourcesand convectiveheat transport are shown to be generally of minor
importance on the motion of the phase boundary; the effect of convective heat transport can be estimated from the analytic approximation. The important parameters are

the latent heat of the phasechangeand the differencein slopebetweenthe Clapeyron
curve and the temperature distribution in the earth. In addition, the long-term motion
dependsprimarily on the over-all geometryof the model and the boundary condition
at depth. The analytic resultsindicate the time at which thermal blanketingby sediments becomesimportant and the effect of the rate of sedimentationon the response
of the system; they also define slow and fast sedimentationand secular equilibrium.
The effect of isostasyin conjunction with a shallow phase change is shown to be of
major importance, and for certain cases the sediment thickness that can accumulate
in a sedimentary basin may depend only on the sedimentation rate and not the initial

depth of the basin. The analytic results permit a more physical discussionof the

problem,sincethe functionaldependence
of the solutionon the parametersmay be
seen.In addition,importantresultsfor a variety of modelscan be obtainedby relatively simple calculations,without resorting to separate numerical solutions for each
model considered.
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NOTATION

L, latent heat of phasechange.
Si, entropy per gram of phase'j.'
g, gravitational acceleration.
O(x, t) -- T(x, t) -- T(x, 0), perturbation temperature.
M• --- M(0), initial locationof phase
boundary.
M• --- M (•o), final locationof phase
boundary.
ton temperature.
AP, pressurepulse.
Ki, thermal conductivity in region
b• -- b(0), initial location of lower
boundary.
pi, density in region 'j.'
b• ----b(•o), final location of lower
c,, heat capacityat constantvolume.
boundary.
ci, heat capacity c, in region 'j.'
K•, thermal diffusivity in region 'j.' s, sedimentthickness.
w, water depth.
Ai, heat production due to sources
0, •, •, tilde denotesapproximation
in region 'j.'
to corresponding
quantity (0, r, •).
Vi, velocity in region 'j.'
t, time.
x, depth.
T(x, t), •empem•ure.
M(t), location of phase boundary.
b(t), location of lower boundary.
-- J(x, t), heat flux.
P(x), pressure.
•c(P) - GP -- F - Tc(x) , Clapey-

DIMENSIONLESS

TERMS

Clapeyron temperature.
•---- [J(0, O)/Ki](bo/To), temperature gradient.
D-(Gp•gbo/To)•y•, reduced
r -- (K•/bo•')t,time.
Clapeyron slope.
v(•, r) -- T(x, t)/To, temperature.
E -- (F/To) -- (G AP/To), zero in•,•(r) •- M(t)/bo, location of phase
tercept of O,(}m).
boundary.
W -- i -- J(O, O)/Gp,gK,
l•(r) -- b(t)/bo, location of lower
R -- p,c•bo/WK• ds/dr, sedimentary
boundary.
vc(•) =-- T•(P)/To, Clapeyron tem- loading rate.
-To -- [J(O, O)/K•lbo
tl -- X/bo, depth.

r -- 4D/CWFtu,ra•e constantfor

perature.

a• -- •/•,

continuous sedimentation

diffusivity.

at -= bo•'Ai/ToK•, heat sources.
•, --- (bo/•) V, velocity.
C -- L/c•To, latent heat.
0(•, r) • v(•, r) -- v(•, 0), perturbation temperature.
0•(•) ---- w(•) -- v(•, 0), reduced
1.

•*,
•**,
•,
•*,
•**,
•,

models.

seeequation 36.
seeequation 46.
seeequation 44.
seeequation48.
seeequation49.
seeequation57.

INTRODUCTION

There is no doub••ha• phasechangesare a significan•feature oœ•he earth's
man•le; thus a responseof a phasechange•o dynamicalchangesin pressureis oœ
generalgeophysical
interest.Although•he discussion
•o be presentedin this paper
emphasizes
shallowphasechanges,the formal •rea•men•developedis applicable
to •he more generalproblem.
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The identification of the Mohorovicic discontinuity as a phase changehas
beenshownto have important geologicalimplications.Lovering [1958] and Kennedy [1959] have discussedsucha phasechangeas a mechanismfor uplifting or
depressingrelatively large areas of the earth's surface and have alluded to the
pertinenceof this mechanismto suchquestionsas the formation of geosynclines,
the elevationof plateaus,and the origin and permanenceof mountain ranges.
The consequences
of sucha phasechangeresult from the fact that the depth
of the phase boundary is determinedby the temperature and pressurein the
cart.h;hencechangesin either of thesemight.changethe equilibriumpositionof
the phaseboundary.If sedimentsare depositedon the surface,the resultant increasein pressurewill tend to move the phaseboundaryupward, which, owing
to the differencein density of the two phases,will causethe surfaceto subside.
The conversionof a low density-highentropyphaseto a high density-low entropy
phasewill resultin the liberationof heat at the phaseboundary.The removalof
this extra heat will governthe rate of movementof the phaseboundary.
Owing to the subsidenceof the surface and the different t.hermal conductiv-

ities of the two phases,the new equilibriumpositionof the phaseboundarymay
result in a final steady-state temperature distribution different from the initial
distribution.This redistributionmay extendto considerabledepth and may therefore dependon thermal conditionsdeep in the earth. Since the new temperature
distribution will partly determine the final equilibrium position of the phase
boundary, it will affect its movement.
The presenceof sedimentson the formerly free surface will also affect the
final temperature distribution, causingthe temperature beneath the former surface to rise, which would tend to move the phaseboundary deeper.
Thus t.here are basically two different effects: (1) an increasein pressure
causesthe surfaceto subsidein responseto the loading, and (2) the thermal
blanketingof any depositedsedimentswould by itself causethe surfaceto rise
in oppositionto the loading. Modifying these two effectsare (3) the fact that the
latent heat mustbe removedfrom the vicinity of the phaseboundaryfor the reac-

tion to proceed,and (4) the final temperaturedistributionmay requirethe redistribution

of heat from the initial distribution.

MacDonald a•d Ness [1960] have already treated certain aspectsof •he
dynamicproblem; becauseof •he possibleimportanceof the problem,however,
i• was consideredof in•eres••o •rea• f•heproblemin more de•ail in order •o separate •he effecSsof •he various factors f•ha5•ogether determine5he solution.
Wetherill [1961] has•reatedsomeof •he steady-s•a•easpectsof the problem,
which predic• f•hefinal locationof •he phaseboundaryafter bhe deposibionof a
given thicknessof sediments.lie showed•ha•, althoughthe identification of •he
Moho as a singlephasechangecanno5explain •he differencesbef•weenoceansand
continents,responseof a phase changeto loading by sedimentscould resul• in
considerabledifferencesin crustal elevation.Further, t,he necessity•o include
isos•asyin •he solution•o bhedynamic problemwas s•ressed,as well as •he importanceof 5hera•e of erosionon uplifted regions.Finally, the possibleimporSance
of convectivehea• •ranspor• in the dynamic problemwas pointed ouk

Althoughbheproblem•rea•edin •hispaperdoesno• fully consider
isos•asyor
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continuoussedimentationand erosion,it is still of considerablegeophysicalinterest. The essentialprocessthat will be treated is the responseof a phasechangeto
changesin pressure;the effects of isostasy,sedimentation,and erosionwill be
primarily to modify the pressureresponse.Our first object is, therefore, to examine the responseof a phase changeto a given pressurepulse, and the dependence of this responseon various parameters. To this end it is desirable to treat
at first a highly simplified problem in order to separatevarious effects.We later
consider the effect of the altered equilibrium temperature distribution on the
movement of the phase boundary.
To formulate the problem in one dimensionwe representthe outer layers of
the earth as an infinite plate of uniform thickness.We thus neglectthe sphericity
of the earth; this omissionshouldnot be serious,however,owingto the restricted
thicknessof the regionconsidered(100-200 km).
The relevant equation is the equation of heat conduction

pc(DT/Dt) = pc[OT/Otq- V(OT/Ox)] = (O/Ox)[K(O•yox)]+ A
where

T
K
p
c
A
V

=
=
=
=
=
-

(1)

temperature.
thermal conductivity.
density.
heat capacity.
ra•e of radioactive hea• production.
velocity of medium.

The boundaryconditions•o be satisfiedare:
(a) T = 0 a• the earth's surface.
(b) a boundary conditionmus• be applied a• the bottom of •he region,i.e. a•
somedepth in the earth. The exac• condition is not known; however,i•
should be contained between the following extremes:

(1) Cons•an• •empera•ure a• •he bo•t.om of •he region x = b. This means
•ha• •he temperaturein regionsbelow the depth x = b will be unaffectedby
changesa• depths lessthan b.
(2) Cons•an•hea• flux a• depthx = b. This meanstha• changesin •emperature a• shallow depth migh• causechangesa• all depthsto the earth's center.
Since the processwould actually •ake place only in a restricted segmen•of
•he ear•h, the temperaturea• depth would be controlledby lateral flow of hea•.
Constantflux at x = b impliestha• heat flowslaterally. Constan•temperature
impliesthat no heat flowslaterally.
Knowledgeof the effectof the choiceof the boundaryconditionon the solution to the problemwould indicate possiblelimitations of the solutionobtained
from this model.

(c) At the phase boundary M(t), the temperature must be continuousand
will be given by the Clapeyron curve, which gives the temperature at
which the two phasesmay coexistat a given pressure.The liberation of
the laten• heat of reaction a• the phase boundary requires
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•=.u+½,• dt

(2)

whereL - latent heat of phasechangeand p - densityof regionin whichthe
coordinatesystemis fixed. Thus there will be a discontinuityin the heat flux at
the phaseboundary due to the evolution of heat.
We will assumethat the stressdistribution is always hydrostatic. Conserva-

tion of massacrossthe phaseboundarywill determinethe velocity in the field
equation1. In addition,heat sources
mustbe conserved
acrossthe phaseboundary.
There are two major sourcesof difficultyin the problem.The first is the nonlinear condition (2) at the phaseboundary.The secondis the nonlinearterm for
convectiveheat transport in the heat equation.This term could conceivablybe
neglectedif it were small enough.If so,the searchfor an analytic solutionwould
be greatly simplified.Thus it is of interestto determinethe magnitudeand importanceof the term ¾(OT/Ox) in the field equation.
The approachin this paper will be to analyze the problemin certain limiting
cases.We will then showthat thesecasesexhibit a simple behavior,which can be
characterizedin terms of simple functions of the physical constants.These relationshipswill be appliedto the more generalcase,and it will be shownthat this
can be treated semiquantitativelywith the approximateanalytical expressions
obtained.

'

2.

STEADY-STATE

BEHAVIOR

Before discussing
the dynamicsof the motion of a phaseboundarysubjectto
loading, it is of interest to develop the properties of the steady-state systems.
Considera layered system of two phases(1, 2) in hydrostatic equilibrium con-

tainingno heat sources
kt equilibrium.Let the Clapeyroncurvebe a straightline
defined by 5c(P) = GP - F, let the initial depth of the transition be M•, and
let the initial total thicknessof the layers be b(0). The massper unit area between
the surfaceand the base of the lower layer is m -- p•M• -]- p2(b(0) -- M•). The
initial temperatureis given by

J•x
= J•P(x)
.
K•
K•p•g '
=

J•M,
K•

+

J,(x-

0 -< x -< M•
M3

(3)

Ke

= J,P(M3
+ J,[P(x)
- P(M,)]; M, • x --< b(O)
Klplg
K2p2•
where --J• is the initial heat flux at the surface x = 0. The initial pressureas a
function of depth is

P,(x)
=I•.p•gM,
p'gx
+ p•g(x-

(4)

M,)

M• _• x

The initial positionof the phaseboundaryis given by
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F

P,(M,)= (G- Z,/Klplg)

(5)

J•F

T,(M,)= KiDlg(G-Zi/Z•"lDlg)
If we assumefor simplicitythat K•p• = K2p2,then on the (P, T) plane,the initial
temperatureT• is a straightline of slopeJ•/K•p•g. This is shownin Figure 1. The
point of intersectionof T•[x(P)] and5c(P) is very sensitiveto the difference
between
the Clapeyronslope[dSc(P)/dP] = G and the temperatureslope[dT•(P)/dP] =
J•/Eiplg.
Let us now considerthe new state that will obtain for this systemat the instant
that a suddenpressurepulse AP is applied and maintained. This meansthat the

pressureof every pieceof matter is increasedby AP and the temperatureat that
i
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Fig. 1. Representation in the pressure-temperature
plane of the effect of a pressurepulse AP on a phase
change.The initial temperaturedistributionis shownby
the line ABC. The phase boundary is originally at
depth M•, corresponding
to point B. The pressurepulse
increasesthe pressureat depth M•; thus point B is
moved to B' in pressurespace, although the depth of
the phase boundary is unchanged. The change in the
temperature distribution due to the pressure pulse is
represented by the translation of the line ABC into
line A'B'C' and of the point M• to M•'. The difference
in pressurebetween the initial and final positionsof the
phase boundary correspondsto the arrow between M•'
and Mr. In order that the phase change move to its
final position at Mr, the latent heat Lp(M• -- Mr) must
be removed. The line displaced vertically by L/C, is
the increase in temperature that would occur if the
phase change proceeded instantaneously in the region
between Mr to
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ins•an•remainsconstant.Hence,P(x) is replacedby P(x) - AP in •he expressions
for T(x).

K•p•g
; P = {p•gx
T=J•(PAP)
qAP
p•gM, q- p•g(x-

M•) q- AP

- M,(6)
0-<x<

M, _< x _< b,

This is •he ini•iM s•ate •ransla•edby a distanceAP in •he (P, T) plane. In •he
(P, T) plane,•he •ranslatedpositionof •he initial phaseboundaryM• is indicated
by M•' and corresponds
•o •he motionof pointB to B', asshownin Figure1. If we
assumethe pressurepulse•o be due•o a loadwith no thermalimpedance,then •he
final s•eadys•ate will correspond
•o •he translatedline. The surfaceand bottom
of the Systemcorrespond
to points.4' and C', respectively.
The final equilibrium
positionof the phasechangeoccursat depthMe, corresponding
•o pointD in the
diagram.

Ms= M,- p•g(GJ,/K•p•g)
= M, i

- .

zSP =P,(M,)(1
G•P)
P(Ms)
= Pi(M,)
-- (a- G
J•/K•p•g)

(7)

GJ•
AP
: T•(M,)(1
G•P)
T(M•)
= Ti(Mi)
-K•p•g(aJ,/K•p•g)
'
The œractional
changesin the position,temperature,and pressureof •he phase
boundarya5 the new equilibriumpositionis thus -(G AP,/F).
The differencebetweenthe new equilibrium•empera•ureand •he original unperturbedtemperatureas a functionof positionis definedby ©(x, t) ------T (x, t) -T4(x), and i• is identicallyzero for the simplecaseunder discussion.
The to•al hea• energy per unit area •ha• 5he systemmus• lose to go from

the initial •o •he final stateis L(M• - M•) px.The •emperaturerisetha• a uni•
of ma•ter would undergoif it instantaneouslyunderwentthe •ransi•ion is L/c•,
as shownin Figure 1. If (L,/c•G) k AP, then no pieceof matter will completely
undergothe •ransi•ioninstantaneously,
as •his would drive i5 to a 5emperature
abovethe Clapeyroncurve.In this case•he phaseboundarywill movea5 a rate
determinedby equation 2, if 5he •ransiSionis ini•ia•ed a5 •he initial interface,
and the mat•erwill neverbe superhea•ed
outsideof i•s s•abili•yfield.The possibility of mixturesof •he •wo phaseswill not be consideredhere.
If the pressurepulseAP > (L/c•G), there will exis5a finite regiontha5 may
spontaneously
undergo•he •ransifionwithout intersecting5heClapeyroncurve.If
AP satisfiesthis condition,we will define•he systemto be overdriven.This is indica•edby •he regionbetweenM•" and M•', corresponding
t.oP(M•') -- P(M?) =
[ (GAP/F) - (L,/c•F)] P•(M•). M? is f•hedepth at whichthe Clapeyroncurve
intersectsthe •op of 5hes•ippledregionin Figure 1. The mastertha5 is a• pressuresbetweenP(Mt) and P(M•") is metas•ableand superpressured.
We have sofar assumed
tha• •he agen5causingthe jump AP in pressurehas
no thermalimpedance.
If i• has•he sameproperties(i.e. px,K1) as wereinitially
abovethe phaseboundary,t.henthe final s•a•ewill correspond
•o •he initial s•a•e.
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Immediately after the pressurepulseis applied,the phaseboundarywill move to
shallowerdepthsand lower pressures,approachingM•, and will then reverseits
motion and return to M•. The addition of heat is then required to raise the temperatureof the originalmaterial extendingto the lowerboundary,causinga longterm transient.

The behavior of the above systemis greatly simplifiedbecauseof the assumptionthat K•px = K•p•. We will now discussthe casein whichthe material
propertiesare different in region 1, above the transition, and in region 2, below
the transition.Let the lower boundaryof region2 be a distanceb (0) belowthe
surface. We first considerthe case in which the flux at the lower boundary is
fixed. The initial temperature and pressure as a function of depth is given by
equations3 and 4, and the initial positionand pressureat the phaseboundaryby

equation5. In the (P, T) plane, the initial temperaturedistribution consistsof
two straight line segmentsof slopeJffKlplg and J•/K.opagin regions1 and 2, respectively.This is shownin Figure2 for the caseK2p2- 2Klp:•.
Immediately after the application of an increment AP in pressure,the T-P
curve is translated to the right as stated earlier. The phase boundary moves to
M{, and the lower boundary b (0) of region 2 movesfrom point C to C'. Sincewe
have requiredthat the flux at the lower boundaryremain constant,the final state
will have the same slope in regions I and 2 as the initial state. The difference
betweenthe final and initial statesis markedly different than for the simple case
where ©(x, •) = 0.
I-Icrc

O_( x_( M •

j

1

I•.'(x
- M•)

--j

1

• }(M,M•) M,_(x
_(b(•)

M, _(x _(M,

(8a)

2

or as a function of pressure
0

AP _( P _(P(Mt)

_j½•
1
[Klplg
[Klplg

1}T -- P(Mf)]
K52•

P(M•) _-<P _-<P(M,')
(8b)

P(M,') _-<P _-<P(b(•))
1 }[P(M•')-P(M•)]

= P,(b(O)) + zip
P• and M• are given by equation 7.
Since the pressureon each unit of matter is assumedto be conservedafter
the pulse is applied,the time trajectories of each point are constrainedto move
vertically in the (P, T) plane.The propagationof the phaseboundaryunder the
assumptionsgiven will proceedin the same manner as discussedfor the simple
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Fig. 2. Pressure temperature representation of the effects of a
pressure pulse for constant flux at the lower boundary when the
physical parameters of the two phases differ. The initial state
shownby, line ABG is translated to A'B'G', owing to the pressure
pulse. The final state is shown by line A'DF. Since the translated

initial and final steady-statetemperaturedistributionsdiffer, the
heat correspondingto the difference between the initial and final
states (the hatched region) must be removed, as well as the
latent heat, in order for the phase boundary to move from its
initial position M,' to its final position Mr. The lower curve
showsthe perturbationtemperature O(x,•), which is the differ-

encein temperaturebetweenthe final and initial states[O(x,•)
_--T(x,•) -- T(x, 0)]. O(x,•) is a continuous
functioncomprised
of three straight-line segments.

casemK• = paK2.
If thesource
of thepressure
pulsehasnothermalimpedance,
the excess
heat per unit area corresponding
to

_

oc,,dP
P(b(O))+AP

mustberemovedin addition•o the excess
heat fromthe phasechange.
If the sourceof the pressure
pulseis • m•teri•l of identicMpropertiesto
region1 •nd w•s initially •t 0ø(3,then the phaseboundarywill movefrom J1/••
toward M• •nd then reverse•nd return to M•; the finM state will be the s•me •s
the initiM state,exceptthat he•t will h•ve to be •dded to the systemto raisethe

temperatureof the translatedcurveA•B•C"of Figure2 to the temperatureof
curveABC• •he he•t beingprovidedfrom below•he lowerboundary.In either
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case,if the load has thermal impedanceor if K• • K,., the systemwill have a
long-time transient to achievethe final steady state.
So far we have emphasizedthe (P, T) representationof the system.The
dependenceon spatial coordinatesis fundamentally d'ffferent,since T•(x) does
not changeas P -• P q-/xp, but 5c(P) as an implicit function of x will be changed.
In addition, the total depth b(t) from the surfaceto the lower boundary depends
on time, whereasthe pressureis fixed in the matter. Mass conservationrequires
that the quantity p•M(t) -]- p•[b(t) -- M(t)] be constant, so that the changein
depth of the lower boundary for the precedingcasewith constantflux is

b(•)- b(0)= -GAPp,p•g(G(P•--J,/Kxp•g)
p•) = N•(p•
- p•)GAP
p2
F
(9)
I5 followstha5 an (x, T) represent;at;ion
of the foregoingproblem is analogousto
the (P, T) representat5on,
exceptthat the Clapeyron curve is displacedinstead
of T½(x) and there is a shift;in the end point b(t). The trajectory of a uni5 of
matter is t;husnot;constrainedto move vertically in t;he (x, T) plane, sincethe
spatial coordinateof a unit of mat;teris not;conserved.
The next; case of steady-stat;ebehavior that we wish to consider here is for
the caseof the lower boundaryat depth b at;const;ant;
temperatureT (b(t)) = Tb.
Sincethe flux is not conserved,it; is convenientto use the other variables to define the position of the phase boundary.
The equalSons
governingthe positionof the phaseboundaryare
Zi --

T(b)
(b,/K,) + M•[(1/K•)
Jf

J,

J' = (b,/K,)
q-

-- (1/K•)]

- (l/K,)]

1

I - [(M, - Ms)/o,•[(o,/K•)] - (•/K,.)][J,/T(b)]

M,=F/{1,[Go•g
- T(b)K,.
b•K•FK,.
b,K•
(lI

b•K• b•K• - K=// • 4Gong
M• = (F- G•)

b•K•

Gong
- K•m

m o=•((1--•)
+(1_•)•)]
o•
_(F-G•P)
K,
• •I Gong-T(b)K=o=
K•m - (Fm
K• (1-•)+
GAP)
o=K=

(1- •)•
- m K••(I - •) • (1--Ri•(K••••/=}
• 4(F-q•)GR=RlgK=
T(Mi)- JiMi
K• - 5•(P(M,))T(M•)- J•M/
K• - 5•(P(Mz))
m • o•M• + o=(b•- M•) = o•M• + o=(b•- Mz)

(10'
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(P•- Pl)

+

K2bi__p2-- •1.(Mi __Mr)(--GAP
+ F)= 0
P•

The expressionfor M• is an explici5•unc•ion o• b• and T(b•), and •he expression
•or M• is an implici5•uncQonof M• •hroughm.
If (p•/K•) • (p•/K•) •nd M• • Mh •he flux is increased•nd •he temperature
gr•dien5is increased(seethe expressionfor J•/J•). As • result, the temperature
•t the •r•nsition is increased•bove that which would obtMn if p•K• = p•K•, •s
in the first example.A schematicillustr•Qon of this c•se is shownin Fibre 3. One
of the fund•mentM effectsof (p•/K•) • (p•/K•) is that, to the low pressureside
of point E (Figure 3), the temperature of the transbred iniQM state is below the
finM state, •nd to the high pressureside of point E the reversesituation occurs.
This meansthat in •ddition to the he•t of the transitionwhich mussbe removed,
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an additional amount of heat due to the excessivetemperaturemust be removed
from the right of point E. Some of this heat will go to the region to the left of E
to fill in the temperaturedeficit. This has two major consequences.
Firstly, a longterm temperaturereadjustmentover the whole systemmust take place. Secondly,
the kineticsof the motion of the phaseboundaryis somewhatenhancedbecausethe
heat lost at the front of the motion automatically tends to compensatefor the
differencebetween the initial and final states. This shouldbe comparedwith the
constant flux case where the system must radically alter the total heat content
betweeninitial and final states.Figure 3 shows•)(x, o•) = T• -- T• for this case
and illustrates the commentsmade above. Figure 4 showsa similar casein the
(x, T) plane.
We have so far restricted the discussionto a source-freeregion. If sourcesof
variable strength are present,the steady-statetemperaturedistribution is defined
by the field equation (c•/c•x)[K(x)(c•T(x)/Sx)] q- A(x) = 0 and the boundary
conditions.The positionof the phaseboundaryis then definedby T(M) = 5•(P (M)),
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whereSo(P)defines
the Clapeyron
curve.In investigating
the possible
positions
of the phaseboundaryfor variouss•aticloads,an additionalconstmin•occurs
from consideration
of sourceconservation
in regionsin•o whichthe phaseboundary

maybedisplaced.
Le• -- andq- denote
thelowandhighpressure
sideofthephase
boundary,
respectively;
then[A(M-)/p(M-)] = [A(M+)/p(M+)],i.e. Alp is confinuousacrossthe movingphaseboundaryin the directionof motion.

Wkh regard•o thephasetransition,it is of course
possible
to utilizea simple
two-layermodelfor p, K, c andto usean arbitrarysourcedistributionsubjectto
the aboveconstraint.
For the purposeof exhibitingthe effectsof sources,
we will
discuss
the caseof a simpletwo-layer modelwith Ax/m = A.o/pa.
The temperaturedistributionis then

'J(0)x A•x•

K•

2K•;

0 _<x _<M

T(x)= J(O)M A•M•

K•

(J(O) A,M•

2K• k \'•

A,p•

•22 '/(x--M)-- 2plK z (x--M)
•''
M_<

(11)

x_< b

HereJ (0) is t;hefluxa[ x = 0. The init•ialandfinaltemperatmre
dist•ribu[ions
can
befoundby settling
M equal•o M• andM•, respectively,
andJ (0) equal•o J• and
J•,respecSively.
For caseof knownflux,•heexpression
for M is

F -- G/xP

M=•Plg{(G-- Klp•gl
J(O)
)q_
G K-•p•',
q2(F
--GAP)
a,p•
ga
[(a(0)

(12)

M, canbe obtainedby settingAP - 0 in the aboveequation.
The effectof the
sources
is to decrease
the depthM at whichthe phasetransitiontakesplacefor
a given flux.

As will be shown,the •wo-layermodeldoesnot fully exhibk•he moregen-

eralproblem
with sources
because
of the condition
of source
conservation.
Moregenerally
for an N layermodel,wherelayern liesbetween
X•_xand
X,, the temperaturedistributionis givenby
T.(x) = T•_•(X•_i) +

Kn

•nn(• -- Xn--1)

X n--1 '• X .• X n and Xo -- 0
and

Jn(Xn)
--•J0(0)
-- • (X:i- X:i--1)gin >_1
T, (x) is[hetemperature
distribution
in layern whichhasmaterialproperties
A, and K•.

For a [wo-layermodel,[he systemis highlyconstrained,
since•he source
s[reng•h
in region1 determines
[he strength
in region2. The simples[
multilayer
modelwhichis not 'overconstrained'
is with four layers.In •he [wo neighboring

regions
in whichthephaseboundary
maymove,therelativesource
s[reng[hs
are
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fixed by the conservationcondition.In the other two regionsthe sourcestrengths
may have arbitrary values. However, if the phaseboundaryM is at Xx or
and the sourcesin layers 3 and 4 are similar, then it is probably unnecessaryto
distinguish3 and 4. Thus a three-layermodelis sufiqcient
for an approximatedescriptionof a systemin which M is locatedat Xx, when Ax and A• are similar in
strength(A•/p• -- A•./p•.)and A• is distinctly different,or whenM is locatedat
Xa and A• and Aa are distinct in strength,but Aa and As are similar (Affpa =
Aa/pa).Thesecasescan correspond
to M locatedin a high-source
regionor a lowsourceregion.
In comparingthe initial and final statesof a system,it shouldbe noted that

the physicalparameters
in the regions
0 <_x < M remainunchanged
as a function of x. However, for x _>M, the parameterswill change,owingto the translational motion of material. This applies to the sourcestrengthsA• as well as the
conductivities.The function o(x, o•) - T•(x) -- T•(x) will contain severalregionswith discontinuitiesboth in slopeand in curvature due to the translation of
the boundariesbetween the regions.
For a three-layer model with M a• depth X• and for constant flux the expressionfor o(x, o•) - T•(x) - T•(x) is, assumingM• < M•
O(X, m) = T1/.(x) -- •'•1i(x) : 0
O(x,

0 <_ x _< M•

1
OO
) = T2./.(•[•
) -- T1i(X)= --Z(O)
•1

/•a)(xM•)

A•x=(1
os)
+-•-/•1 •OlK'2

-

-

O(x,
o,)=T,,(x)
- T2•(x)
= --J(O)(M,
--Mz)
i• ••'
M,')- A• M,•
, - M,'- (M,-p•A, M '•--

[ ,
q-2Kapt

M• • - 2(M, - M•)x]

O(x, oo) = Taz(x) - Ta,(x)

X=•, _< x _<

O(x, o:,) = T•/(x) -- T•,(x)

X•, <_ x _< X•

M, < x < Xa•.

-

-

wherepxM•+ p,(X,• - M•) - raM/ + pa(X,• - Mr) from the conservation
of
matter. The values of M• and Mt are determinedfrom the same equation 12 as
the one-layer model for this case.The above equationsmay be comparedwith
equations10 for the source-freecases.The casewith sourcesis shownin Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Depth-,temperature
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layers. Nevertheless,the curvature is small in these two regions.

The discontinuities
in o(x, oo) dueto the differentconductivities
in the different
regions are apparent in Figure 5.
3.

THE

DYNAMIC

PROBLEM

Forv½i•at•on. In this sectionwe treat the formulationof the dynamicproblem in one dimension.We first exhibit the relevant equationsand boundary conditions;we then reducethem to a convenientdimensionless
form and introduce
a dimensionless
perturbationtemperaturerelativeto the initial steadystate.These
bransformations
in themselves
resultin a greatsimplificationof the problemand
allow significantgeneralconclusions
to be drawn.
For simplicitywe considera two-layer modelwith constantuniform prop-

erties,subjectto a suddenpressurepulse.The geometryof the modelis shown
below.
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surface

Region 1'

m, c•, K•, A•, V• --- 0;

phase1

Region 2'

p•.,c•.,K•., A•., V•.;

phase2

M(t)•

v(t)

The surfaceof •he eart•his taken as x - 0, the phaseboundaryis at x --. M (t),
corresponding
to a point on •he Clapeyroncurve,and t•helowerboundarycondition is imposedat x - b(t), which is fixed in the mat•er in region2. Sincet•he
coordinatesare fixed in region1, the velocity vanishesin this region.
We assumethat the two phasescoexistonly amongthe plane x - M(t);

thuswedonotconsider
mixtures
oftwophases
along
theClapeyron
curve..
This
impliesthat•a new phasedoesnot nucleateaway •rom •he plane x - M (t).
The heat equatfionthus becomes

aT

K• O•T

A

0 _< x _< M(t)

at- p•c--•
Ox
•+ '
plCl

OT

OT

+ v,.Ox -

(13)

K2 O•T

As

p•,c•.
Ox

p2C2

M(t) _< x _< b(t)

The boundary equationsbecome

t):

o

(14a)

T(b(t), t) = constant, or
OT

J(b(t),
t) = K••x •,•,

OT

(14b)
=

conslant

- K,.
•aT
I

T(M(t), t) = 5•(P)

= -LmdM(t)

Clapeyroncurve

(14c)
(14d)

The Clapeyroncurve 5, (P) is the integral of the ClausiusClapeyron equation

(dS,laP) = [(1/p•) -- (1/p2)]/(S•-

S•)

(15)

where P = pressureand S• = entropy per gram of phasei.
We now assume•h•t the Clapeyroncurve may be adequa[elyrepresentedby
•, (P) = GP - F and defining T, (x) = 5, (P(x)) we h•ve

T•(x) = Gmgx+ G •

- F

(16)

where g = accelerationdue •o gravity and AP = pressurepulse.The intersection
of this curvefor AP = 0 with T(x, 0) definesthe initial positionM(0) of [he phase
boundary.
Similarly, the laden[ heat of •he phasechangeL in (14c) is

•;=

L(&-

&)

(17)
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whichwetakeasconstant.
Thisassumption
isnotcompatible
with(15),if oxand
oaareconstant;
however,
thisapproximation
should
introduce
nosignificant
error
unlessT(M•) -- T(M•) is large.
Conservationof massand hea• sourcesrequires

V,•= [(p,•-- m)/p,•]
dM/dt
(18a)
b(t)= b(O)- [(p,•- pl)/pa](M(O)
-M(t))
(18b)
A1/pl= A2/p2
(18c)
We nowintroduce
the dimensionless
parameters,
with bo- b(0) andwith
To an arbitrary temperaturescalingfactor.

_ bo"A,
• = ToK• '

bo
vc(•)
=--Tc(x)/To,
•,--=-

The equationsbecome

a,•
o"v
+ ,•
Or - O•2
o,•

o<
t:--< t:,•
-

o"v o,•

(2oa)
(20b)

subjec••o •he boundaryconditions
,•(o, •) = o

(21a)

•/(f•(r), r) = constant, or

(21b)

0_3_•

(21c)

O• •=•,•-

rl(•(7'),
7')= rl,(•
) - aplgbo
To •'"+

F
T-•

(21d)

as well as the conservationequations

• = [(pa- p•)/pa]d•m/d•

/S(r)= i- [(p2- pl)/p2](•(0)- •m(r))
K•,/p• = •/p•

(•a)

(22b)

We define•he perturbation
•empera•ure
0(•, •) and•he reduced
Clapeyron
curve 0•(•) •o be
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o(•, 0 -- •(•, •) - •(•, o)

(23)

o•(g)-- •(g) - •(•, o)

The reducedClapeyroncurve 0,(•) dependsonly on the differencebetween
and v(•, 0).
Both v(•, 0) and v(•, 7-)are continuous;hence0(•, 7-)will be continuous.Continuity of heat flux requiresthat 0•(•, 7-)/0• and 0•(•, 0)/0• have discontinuities
at •m(7-)and •m(0), respectively.Hence 00(•, 7-)/0• will have discontinuitiesat
these two points.
From the initial conditionof thermal equilibrium, it may be seenthat
K,. 0•(•, O)

0.(•, 0)

K•

•(o, o) = o,
For the case•(r)

=0

0•

(24)

ov(•, o)
a•

_< $•(0), the problem as formulated for 0(•, r) is

O0

07---0•2;

0 __•
• __•
•m(0 (region
1)
•(O

(25a)
__<
• __<
•m(O)

(region3)

(25b)

(region2)

(250

subject to boundary conditions

(26a)

or

(26b)

a•(•, o)

ao[
= -C d•m.
(260
dr
00
//--//,,,-

(o)

or(e, o)
•=•-•o)

+

05

;
•=$,•+

F

O(•m('7'
)' 7')= Oc(•m
) = aPgbo
To
To • + GzXP(r)
To
0(•, 0+) = O,

• • •m(O)

The conservationequations (22) remain unchanged.

r > 0

(26d)

(o)

•(•m, 0)

(260
(26])
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A comparisonof the original field equations13 with thoseobtainedfor the
dimensionless
perturbationtemperature(25) showsthat the equationsfor 9 requirethe distinctionof three regions,owingto the conditions26c and 26d whereas
the equationsfor T requireonly a distinctionof two regions.
Region3 arisesfor two reasons'(1) We have subtracted•/(•, 0), whichhas a

discontinuous
first derivativeat •,,,(0), from•/(•, •). This leadsto condition26d.
The extra term in condition26c arisessimilarly. Both are due solelyto different
conductivitiesin regions 1 and 2.
(2) I-Ieat sourcesare redistributed,owingto the volumechangeat the phase
boundary,givingrise to a sourceterm in the heat equationin region3.
In spite of the complexitydue to the addition of a third region with associated boundaryconditions,it is obviousthat field equations25 are considerably
simplified as comparedwith (13). There are no sourceterms in either regions 1
or 2. The sourceterm appearsonly as the differencea(•2 - •) in region3, i.e., in
the region betweenthe initial and final position of the phase boundary. From
this considerationfor the two-layer model, it is evident that the presenceof
sourcesis of small importancein the dynamic equations,unlessregion3 becomes
large. As was seenin the discussionof the steady-statecase,the presenceof
sourcesaffects the initial and final positions of the phase boundary. The final
steady-statetemperaturein region3 will have a changein curvature,which will
be smallunless•2 -.•l is largeand, in fact, will vanishif p2/K2 - pi/Ki, as can
be seen from (22c). This leads to the conclusionthat the distribution of sources

is of small importancein determiningthe dynamicsof motion and the perturbation in the temperature.
This conclusionmust be somewhatweakened for the case of multilayer or
continuousmodels. Because of our choice of Eulerian coordinates for the representationof the problem,the sourceintensity must be consideredas a function
of time. The generalequationscorresponding
to (13) for a nonuniformcontinuous
medium with arbitrary time-independent sourcesare unchangedin the region
(0 _<x <_M(t)), and hencethe sourceterm will still vanish in the perturbation
temperature formulation. In someother regionsfor x > M(t), there will be differencesin sourceterms due to the effectsof translation and the phasetransition.
It followsthat the strong conclusiondrawn for the model with two homogeneous
layers must be weakened somewhat for the more realistic multi or continuous
layer models.
However, followingthe argumentgiven for the homogeneous
two-layer model,
we still concludethat for small motions of the phase boundary, the effectsof the
sourcedistribution on the dynamics of the systemswill still be small unlessthe
differencesbetweenthe sourcestrengthsis large.
Returningto the two-layer problemas formulatedin (25) and (26), it is evident that the major complexitiesremain. These are the nonlinear condition (26c)
at the phaseboundaryand the nonlinearterm for convectiveheat transport in
the heat equation in regions2 and 3. In addition, it, can be seenthat the differencesin thermal propertiescomplicatethe boundary conditions.From the above
discussion
it would appearthat sourcesshouldnot dominatethe geophysicalproblem consideredhere. The important issueis the motion of the phaseboundary,
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which is governedby the nonlinear boundary condition26c, and the Clapeyron
curve.

The gutted problem. To isolate the effect of this nonlinear boundary condition, the following simplificationswere made to define the gutted problem: (1)
sourcesare neglected,.ai ----0; (2) the thermal parametersin regions1 and 2 are
taken to be identical; (3) the densitiesof the two phasesare set equal in the
field equation and conservationequations;hencethe velocity in region 2 vanishes
and the lower boundary•(•) = •(0) = 1; and (4) the reducedClapeyron curve
is given by •(•) = D• - E; 0 < E <D; thus the phasesare assumedto have
different densitiesonly in the ClausiusClapeyron equation.
The gutted problem so defined may be summarized
00

020

07'--0•2 0 _•• < •m,•m<•< 1, r>O
0(0, r) = 0(1, r) = O,
O0

O0

__

----

O(•m(O,0 --- D•m(q')-- E,
0(•, O) -- 01

C,D, Econstants, 0 <E

C=

< D;

To

(27b)

Cd•m
(7')
d•

(27c)

r>O

(27d)

0 <•m(0) <1,
F

Go•gbo-- J(O• O)bo

D •

r •_ 0

0(•m(0),0) --- D•m(O)-- E

• •;• •m(O);

ß

(270
(27)

C>0

G •P

E -- To

K, To

(27a)

To

L

c•To

In comparing(25), (26), and (27), major simplificationsare evident,including the disappearanceof region 3. These simplificationsmake the problem more
susceptibleto analysis and permit the identification of characteristic parameters
of the motion.

Some of the characteristicsof the gutted problem are given in the appendix.
It is shown (appendix 1) that, if •m(0) > E/D, then (1) E/D _< •m(r) < •,, (0),
and (2) •m -- ElD is the only equilibrium position for •m(r). Thus the phase
boundary is constrainedto move only in the region between the initial position
and the zero of the reducedClapeyroncurve 0c(•m) - 0, which is the final equilibrium position.
We may note here that the boundary condition (26c) can be rewritten in
integral form' Integrating equation 26a

fo•
00 fo•'
O20f •0•0 O0

oo

oo

oo
//=//m +

Using (26c), we then obtain

cd•m
__dfo
•o
dr

dr

O0

-

oo

(28)
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This expression
is equivalentto the requirementthat. heat energybe conserved.
The characteristicbehaviorof the guttedproblemis shownin Figure 6. The
initial temperaturedistribution0(•, 0) is zero everywhereexceptat • = •m(0),
where 0(•m(0), 0) = D•,•(0) - E and the phasetransition is initiated. As the
phase boundary moves,the temperaturepulse becomeswider. The temperature
of the phase boundary is constrainedto lie on the reduced Clapeyron line of
slopeD. Becausethe boundaryconditionsrequire that the temperatureat the
endsbe zero,the temperature• risesfrom the end pointsto a point •(•(•),
•) =
D•(•)
- E on the reducedClapeyron line and is restricted to lie below the
reducedClapeyroncurveto the right of the phaseboundary.
The temperatureat the phaseboundarycontinuallydecreases
until the end
poin5 •(oo) = ElD is reached,and the perturbation temperature •(•, oo) is
everywherezero.As shownin appendix1, the curvatureof the perturbationtemperature is always negative just behind the phase boundary. For the initial
motion, the curvature in front of the pulse is positive and then becomesnegative
for long times.
This problemis essentiallysimilar to the classicalStefan problemwith these
major exceptions'the temperature at the phase boundary is no5 constant,the
thermodynamicallyunstable region is finite, and the displacementof t•he phase
boundary is bounded.
GeneralizedStefan problem. Many of the essentialaspectsof the gutted
problemmay be found by considerationof a modificationof •Teumann'ssolution
to the Stefan problem as given by Carslaw aad Jaeger [1959, chapter 11]. We
will presen5the solutionto this problemin dimensionless
form and usei5 to define
the asymptoticbehavior of the gutted problem for short times. This discussion
will be followedby a treatment for long times. These resultswill then permit
the a priori assignmentof valuesfor the dimensionless
parametersthat characterize the problemand the dependence
of the solutionon thesequantities.
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Fig. 6. Profiles of the perturbationtemperatureO(x,t) at selectedtimes for the
guttedproblemobtainedby the numericalsolutionfor model1. Each curveis the distribution at a specifictime t or an equivalent dimensionless
time •, starting with t
-- • -- 0. At • -- 0, the temperatureis zero everywhereexcept at M• and is representedin the figure as an interrupted vertical line at a depth of 39 km. The peaks
of all the profileslie on the reducedClapeyron curve, a portion of which has been
omitted for clarity. G(x•)

is zero everywhere.
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Consider
a supercooled
liquidphase
1 (-oo < • < 8.•(0)) initiallyin contact
witha solidphase2 (8•(0) < 8 < + oo).Thetwophases
haveidentical
parameters.Let ussuppose
that the initialtemperature
of bothphases
is zeroandthat
the equilibrium
temperature
at whichthesetwo phasescoexistis •,. Let C bethe
dimensionless
heat liberatedby the transition(1 • 2). Then the solutionto the
problem,if the liquidbeginsfreezingat the interface8• (0), is

0(•,
•)=(1- erfh)
i + err 2•{/m/0)
; $• •m(•)
0(•,9= (1+ crfh)1-- erf

;

• • •m(•)

•m(9 -- •m(0)= --2k••/a

(30)

whereX is the root of the transcendental
equation

•

^• [1 - (erfk)•'] = O,/C

(31)

The functionn(X) is shownin Figure 7, and it has a maximumvalue of I as
1.0 I
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X -• o•. The temperatureis boundedby 0 _• 0 •_ 0•, and the curvatureis

o, •---•m(T)
=
C•20f•O'
o
Theseresultsare a specialcaseof the theoremgiven in appendix1. The heat
flux at the lead edgeoœthe phaseboundaryexceedsthe flux at the back edge,
as may be seen by

00•__•/0•x0
1•-erfk
Ox
•__•+
=1
-- erfk > 1
The half-width (•x/•+- •x/•-) of the temperature
perturbationas definedby

+,

=

is

(•1/2
']'-- •1/2--)
= [•m(0)
-- •m(T)]
{erf-•
[«+ «errk]•- erf
-• [• - «erfk]} (32)
and thereforeincreases
in proporSion
to the displacement
or to •x/2.

This problemcorresponds
to the guttedproblemfor an infiniteregionand
for a constanttransitiontemperature0•(•) - 08.Le5 us now considerthe case

of the guttedproblemwith a variabletemperature
0•(•m)at the phaseboundary.
For the initial motionof the phaseboundary,the relativechangein 0•(•m)will
be small. Hence the motion of the phaseboundaryshouldapproximatelybe as

thoughthetemperature
at thephaseboundary
wereconstant,
and,in particular,
the initial singularityin d•,•/d•-exhibitedby the Neumannsolutionmustalso
characterizethe gutted problem.

If we substitute0c(•) for 0. in equation29 and thusinterpret0cto be an

explicit
function
of• andonlyanimplicitfunction
oftime,weobtainthefunction
0sx,whichisa solution
to theheatflowequation
andwhichsatisfies
thecondition
0s•(•, •) = 0,(•). Here

(•m)•1
••••0)••
0s•• [1--0c
erf
X(•m)]• err
= +

x(2]

•--• •m(
T)

(33)

-

wherewe have definedk = •(•m) SOthat equation30 becomes

•m(T
) -- •m(0
) --• --2X(•m)
T1/2

(34a)

The boundarycondition27cbecomes
1/9.
T

(345)
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It shouldbe noted that the boundarycondition27 can be numericallyintegrated
directlyfor a givenapproximation0 to the temperaturefield

Cd•--a•
N 00
Boundary condition34b may be rewritten in the form

n(X)
_0•(•m)
•
c •1__
d dlogh
-

(35)

It is eviden• that (33) and (35) are no• exact solutionsto the generalized
S•efan problem and that a particular functional form for the •empemture field is
assumed.Nonetheless,they satisfy the field equationsand obey the constraint

0•(•) = Osa(•, •) and have the characteristicsingularityof the simpleStefan
problem. It therefore appearsuseful to apply this generalStefan4ype approximation (SA) •o the gu•ted problem.This functionalform mustbe valid in the neighbor-

hoodof ß = 0 becauseof the singularitythat obtainsat this •ime. If [(d log
[d log (•(0) -- •)][ << 1, •hen the time deriwtive of k is negligiblecomparedwi•h
d•/d•, andwe may obtainthe roots•(•) from the simpleequationn(k) = 0•(•)/C.
Within the schemeof the SA an estimate of the error, resulting from neglecting
the term (d log h)/[d log (•(0) -- •)], may be obtained by evaluating this from
the expression

d logX

• (• -- •m(O))D

When •his •crm is neglectedwe define the generalStefan approximation•o be of
type I (SA1).
From physical consideraSions,
it would appear •ha5 the approximationSA1
doesno• take in•o accoun5the redistributionof heat behind 5he phaseboundary.
That is, •he •empcra•ure behind 5he phase boundary is always less than
in 5heSA1 approximation.This suggests5hat the instantaneousvelocity calculated
from SA1 is too grcaS.
Another estimate of •he soluSion•ha• will •end to compensatefor 5his cffcc5
is •o include •he apparen5excesshea• behind •he phase boundary D[•(0)
•(•) ] wish 5he la•en• hea5 C. This yields a secondS•cfan approximationSA2,
where the expressionfor the •empcra•ure remains unchangedbus C is replaced
by C + D [• (0) -- • (•) ] in 5he characteristicequation35.
Termination o• Stefan-like behavior. From •he equation

givenin appendix1, i• is eviden•that a• a •ime r* and position•*, when(00/05)
= D, there is an inflectionpoin• at •.,- at •he phaseboundary, and the cu•ature
changessignfrom positive•o negative.This is a fundamentalchangein the nature
of O(x, r); it cannot happen in the Stefan approximationand is proof that the
solutionis not exact. This conditionwhen appliedto the S•efanproblemthus gives
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a criterion for the changefrom behavior predictedby the Stefan approximation
to a behaviorwhere(020/0•2) < 0 over the major part of the space.

InsertingOsAinto the aboveexpression,
we obtainan estimate•* of the time
r* whenthe curvatureof Ochangessignand whenthe Stefanapproximationwould
deviate from the correct solution. Thus
00

O•(•,,,*)e
-X*'
(1 - err k*) (,r)•/•'(q*)•/•'

--D=

or

(D•m(O) - E)

(Dr/m(0)-- E)
Dp(k*)

Dl•r•/•(1 - errk*)eTMq- 2k*}

(36)

and

• •m(•*) ----•m(0) --

2k(D•m(0) -- E)

D{(•r)'/2(1- errX*)eTM+ 2X*}

(37)

2k*(D•m(0) -- E)

•m(0)
--

p(X*)
D

where

p(X)----(•r)•/2(1-- errX)ex' q- 2X.

(38)

The value of X* to be usedin (36) and (37) is determinedfrom the characteristic
equationfor SA1

h•(X*)
--n(X*)
q-X*2(erf
X*q-1)= D•m(O)
-E
c

(39)

or for SA2

h•.(X*)
q-X*•(erf
-- n(X*)
1 -X*•'(erf
X*X*
+ q1)1)

D•m(O)- E

(40)

The valuesof X* and (r*)'/2 for case1 arelessthan the respective
valuesfor SA2.
It would appear that the estimatesof r* and •m* -- •m(r*) determine the end of
the Stefan behaviorin terms of the constantsof the problem. Graphs of the functions of he(X) and p(X) are presentedin Figure 8. In terms of the dimensional
parametersof the system,the terminationof the Stefanbehavioris thereforegiven
by

h,(X*)
= {Gp•g
- [J(0,
O)/K•I}M(O)
q-GAP- F
L/c•
\K,/

p(X*)

M(O)
- M(t*)
- 2X*(•*)•/•bo
=2X*
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Fig. 8. The functions
p(X),hx(X),ha(X)versusX. The valueof Xi* is determined
fromhi(X?) :
(1/C)[D•m(O) -- E]. •* is then determinedby m?•n = [•m(0) - E/D]/p(Xi*). hEis read on the
on the left-hand scaleand p on the right-handscale.

Long-time behavior. In the previoussectionthe effectsof the boundaries

at • = 0 and• = I wereneglected.
At timeswhentheseare important,the SA
type of treatmentis clearly not applicable.The boundarieswill be significant
whenthe energyliberatedat the movingphaseboundaryhasdiffusedoverthe
entireregionandcaused
the temperature
fieldto riseuniformlyfromthe exterior
boundaries
to the phaseboundary,ratherthan in the type of sharplypeaked
temperature distribution that characterizes the initial motion.

An estimate
forthe long-time
behavior
of • (•) canbeobtained
by approximatingthe temperature
0(8, •) with a quasi-steady-state
distribution(QSSA)
o _< g _<
(42)

(O•(,)_
-_E./(1
_ •)

/j•(r) <_ /j _< 1

Inspectionof Figure 6, showingthe temperaturedistributionfor the gutted
problem,indicatesthe essentialvalidity of this approximation
for sufficiently
longtimes.SubstitutingOss into the integralform of the boundarycondition28
yields

c

d7'

-

D

2 d7'

- E/D)

•m(1 -- •m)

The firs••erm on •he right-handsideof •hisequationis due•o •he changein •empera•ureof •he phase•ransifionand the resultingchangein •he •otal distribution.
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The second•erm corresponds6o •he hea• flux ou6 of •he region a• •he boundaries.
If we had used •he differential form of •he boundary condition (27c), we would
have neglected•he firs• 6erm.

For 6helongtimesunderconsideration,
0•0/0•• = (00/0•) < O, whereasfor
•he approximation
used0•Oss/0•"= OOss/O•= 0. Thus we haveunder-estimated
•he magni6udeof 00/0• • •he boundaries.The effec6of 0•0/0••in •he in6egral
shouldbe very small. Hence we expec••ha• •he approximationOss will underes•a•e •he velocity of •he phaseboundary.
If, as • •ppro•ches E/D, [1/(• - E/D)] (d•/d•) • -1/•
= constant, it
followsthat •he asymptoticbehavioris exponential.From • ss we obtain

• -- ElD• cons•n•
exp[(C/D)
+ •)(E/D)(1
- (E/D)]
We expect •ha• •he long4erm behavior for the gutted problem will exhibit •his
functional form. This can be characterizedby the dimensionlessrelaxation time
•, •

• = [(C/D) q- «)(E/D)(1 - (E/D)]

(44)

In •his time the distanceof •he phaseboundaryfrom i•s final positionwill reduce
by a factor 1/e.
For C = 0, the movementwill be con•rolledby •he decayof •he •empera•ure
distribution alone. This may be compared with the long-term relaxation of a
slab of u•t •hicknessMth zero surfacetemperature and constantinitial •empera-

ture which has a dimensionless
relaxationtime 1/• •. The analogousform of •he
gutted problem is •he symmetricalcaseElD = •, which yields y, = }. The differenceof these two values is an indication of the accuracyof the quasi-s•eadysta•e temperature approximationused.
In terms of the geophysicalparameters
Kx 'b0
[Gp•g - (J(0
, 0)/K1)]
•l= plCl
+ • M,[bo
--M,]

T•king the v•lues of the p•mme•ersK•/p•c:

(45)

0.01 cm•/sec,bo• 100 kin, M•:

30 km, L/c• = 75•C, we seethat the l•tent he•t wi• not dominate unlessGong-

(J(0, 0)/K•) • 1.5•C/•;

•hus,neglectingthe l•ent he•, • = 33 X 10• years.

This is •pproxim•tely the thermal relaxation time for the sl•b between x • 0
•nd x = 30 •,
•nd it therefore •ppe•rs that the long4erm effectsfor c•ses of
this type •re little influencedby the thermodynamicp•mmeters.
The bime •5 which •he mo•ion of the phase boundary becomesexponenSial

is defined•s •:'. This will be •pproxima•ely•he •ime • which •he temperature
distributionbecomesessentiallylinear. We may estimate5histime • M•er which
the long-•erm behavior predicted by •he QSSA will apply by considering•he
limiting c•se of a slab wi•h ends at zero •empera•urewhich was iniSally •t •
consign5•emperature. The linear behavior will dominate when •ll bu• the le•d
5ime-dependen5
•erms in •he Fourier representationof 5he solutionare negligible

[Carslawand Jaeger,1959,p. 100]. This will certainlybe •he casefor •(1
•)• • 2 for which 5he deviation from a linear distribution is less•han 10%.
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Hence

=
'
06)
For timesapproaching
r •, the QSSAshouldbe a very goodapproximation.
We
have assumedabovethat the phaseboundaryis closerto • = 0 than to • - 1.
If this is not the case,then the aboveexpression
for r• shouldbe modified
accordingly.

If the phaseboundaryis far enoughremovedfrom the boundariesof the
region,so that we may regardi5 as infinite,we can obtainan estimateof the
limitingbehavioras •,• approaches
E/D from the Stefanapproximation.
For smallvaluesof X, n(X) • (•/•/2) X. Then X = (2/• •/•) (D/C) [• (E/D)] and d•/dr = -X/C/• = (-2/•/•)
(D/C) (•,• - E/D)r -•/•. Hence

• - E/D • cons•an•
exp[-½/•/•)(D/C)//•1

07)

This t•e of long-termbehaviormay be of significance
for a phasechangedeep
in a planetaryinterior,for instance.
4.

NUMERICAL

RESULTS

Sinceexactanalyticsolutionsto the problemsdefinedin the last sectionhave
no5beenfound,the problemsweresolvednumerically.An implicit methodusing
standardfinite differenceequationswas usedin an iterative schemeto determine
the motionof the phaseboundary(appendix2). The solutionobtainedwasstable
with respectto changesin the spaceand time steps.The methodwas alsoused
to solvethe Stefanproblemfor shorttimes.
The numericalsolutionsto the guttedproblemand the Stefanproblemwere

obtainedusingboth the integraland differentialformsof the boundaryconditions.The solutionsby either of the two methodswere in satisfactoryagreement
for both cases,indicatingthat no seriouserrorswere accumulatedin the partial
derivativesnear the phaseboundary.
The solutionssoobtainedenabledus to determinethe validity of the approximationsto the guttedproblem,to identify the more importantparameters,and
to extendthe approximationsto more complexcases.
The parameters of the models for which numerical solutions have been

obtainedare givenin Tables I and 2. The modelsgenerallyincreasesuccessively
in complexityin orderto illustratethe dependence
of the solutionon the parameters of the model.

In general these models have been constructedto represent some specific
aspectsof the problem in a reasonablemanner; they are no5 intended to be taken

as realistic representationsof the complete geophysicalproblem. Thus, the
parametersused are usually in the range of geophysicalinterest, although their
exact values may have been chosento facilitate comparisonsamong different
models.

In discussingthe numerical results we will comparethe temperature distribution, positionof the phaseboundary,and the various parametersr •, r•'•, •,
•m(•), etc., with the estimatesobtainedfrom the approximatetheory given in
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TABLE

2.

Model

b, km

To, øC*

DimensionlessParameters Describing Models

C

D

E

•m(0)

•m(•)

7•

t/•, 106yr

i

100

1000

0.250

0.8193

0.245

0.3906

0.2991

1.24

2

100

1000

0. 075

0 8193

0.245

0.3906

0.2991

1.24

355
355

3

100

1000

0. 075

0 8193

0.245

0.3906

0 2991

1.24

355

4

100

1000

0. 075

0 8193

0.245

0.3906

0 2991

1.24

355

5

100

1000

0. 075

0 8193

0.245

0.3906

0 3238

1.24

355
1420

6

200

2000

0. 0375

0 8193

0.1225

0.1953

0 1573

1.24

7

100

1000

0.150

0 8193

0.245

0.3906

0 3238

1.24

355.

8

100

1000

0. 075

0 4096

0.100

0 3906

0 3047

1.24

355

9

100

1000

0.075

0 8193

0.245

0 3906

0 3238

1.24

355

10

100

1000

0.075

0 8193

0.245

0 3906

0 3268

1.24

355

11

100

1000

0 075

0 8193

0.245

0 3906

0 3268

1.24

355

12

100'

1000

0 075

0 8193

0 245

0 3906

0 3335

1.24

355

13

100'

1000

0 075

0 8193

0 245

0 3906

0 3454

1.24

355

14

100

1000

0 075

0 092

0 3906

0 3244

15

100

1000

0 075

0 095

0 3925

0 3550

•
õ

16

100

1000

0 O75

1.6755

0 583

0 3925

0 3550

1.063

355

17

100

1000

0 075

1.6755

0 583

0 3925

0 3507

0.384

355

18-20

100

1000

0 075

0.8193

0

1.24

355

a.l[

o.a9oo

355
355

* These values for To have been arbitrarily chosento make comparisonbetween different
modelseasier.To is not necessarilythe temperatureat the lower boundary.
t Note, however,that the lowerboundaryconditionwasfixedat x •- 95 km. The discrepancy
is due to the sediments

on the surface.

$ Comparemodel 11, which is a no-sourceapproximationfor this model.
õ Comparemodels16 and 17, which are no-sourceapproximations
for this model.
]] E(0), sinceE is time dependent.
ô Not determined,sinceE is time dependent.

section 3. It will be seen that the Stefan and long time approximationsare
extremely successful.In the subsequentdiscussionthe approximatetheory will
be extendedto apply to more complicatedcasesas they arise.
Gutted problem. We will first considerthe numerical results t•or the most
elementary casesthat correspondto the gutted problem. Models 1 and 2 are
examplesot•the gutted problem,and model 3 is a slight variation of it.
As we are neglectingsourcesin thesecases,it is necessaryto neglectthe heat
that would be produced by them. For this reason the artifically low value ot•
0.62 pcal./crn
2 secis usedfor the surfaceheat flux J(0, 0). A Clapeyroncurvewas
chosenwhichis compatiblewith the resultsof Ringwoodand Green [1964]. This
yields a depth for the phaseboundarythat is near that of the continentalMoho.
The initial temperaturedistributionand Clapeyron curve for models1, 2, and 3
may be seenin Figure 9a. Some results for model 3 which illustrate the nature
of the temperaturedistributionare presentedin Figure 9b, which showsthe actual
temperatureand perturbationtemperatureafter the motion has gone60% of the
total possibledisplacement.The shapeof the perturbationtemperature© illustrates the 'short time' behavior discussedin the sectionon the gutted problem.
Its similarity with the form for the generalizedStefan problemis evident.The
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Fig. 9a. Initial and final temperature distribution and Clapeyron
curves for models 1, 2, and 3. For constant temperature at the
lower boundary, the problem reducesto the gutted problem.

generaleffectof this phasetransitionis to generatea narrowregionof anomalously high temperature.
The developmentof the temperaturedistributionwith time for model 1 is

shownin Figure 6. The initial sharp peak decreasesin height and becomes
broaderwith time until it is limited by the effectsof the boundaries.The illustration showssegmentsof the reducedClapeyroncurve.This line passesthrough
the pointsof the temperatureprofilewherethere is a discontinuityin the slope.
The singularityin the initial temperatureis shownby the interruptedvertical
line.

t:07 x406y
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Fig. 9b. Typical temperature distribution for model 3 at a time

• after the pressure pulse was kpplied, showing the relation

betweenthe temperatureT(x,t), the initial temperatureT(x, 0),
the final Clapeyron curve, and the perturbation temperature
e(x,t).
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Fig. 10. Profiles of the perturbation temperature comparing the
Stefan approximation (SA1) and the numerical solution for
model 1 at the same time, for two different times. The solid
curves show the numerical solution; the separate points indicate
the Stefan approximation.

A comparison
of the shapesof the temperatureprofilefor the guttedproblem

andtheStefanapproximation
SA1at twodifferent
timesmaybeseen
in Figure
10. The agreementfor • = 2.6 x 10-4 is remarkablygood.Sincefor this model
(l/C) [D•m(0) - E] - 0.3, the initial value of X and the initial velocity are not
too great, and we would not excep•the Stefan approximationto be in serious
error. The agreementfor • - 3.6 x 10-3 is not so goodas in the previouscase,
primarily becausethere is a slight error in the time dependenceof the location
of the phase boundary using the Stefan approximation.With this error taken
into consideration,the agreementmay be regardedas very satisfactory.
The positionof the phaseboundarywith time is shownin Figure 11. This
figure showstwo curves: (1) the logarithm of the displacementfrom the initial
position versusthe logarithm of time in order to illustrate the behavior for times
when the positionof the boundarychangesrapidly; and (2) the logarithm of the
distanceof the boundaryfrom its final positionin order to illustrate the behavior
whenthe positionchangesslowlywith time.
Examinationof the first curveshowsthat the slope [d log (•m(0) - • (•)) ]/
(d log •) is initially slightly greater than % and decreasessmoothlyas time
increases,until it equals zero when the phaseboundary attains its equilibrium
position.In spiteof the changingslope,the departureof the curve from a straight
line of slope- % is quite small for the first 20-25• of the motion.
Severalpoints for the Stefan approximationare shown,and it may be seen
that the agreement between the numerical solution and the approximation is
satisfactory. The point (•*, •*) at which the Stefan behavior begins to break
down is shownas well. The Stefan approximationremains goodwell beyondthis
point even though the criterion that determinesequation 36 is violated. Thus
the changein curvature of the temperature distribution at this time is a subtle
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Fig. 11. Model 1. The curve on the right showsthe nature of the initial motion of the
phase boundary as shown by a plot of log (•,•(0) - •,•(•)) versuslog •. Selectedpoints
for the Stefan approximations are indicated. These include (•,•(y•*), y•*) as calculated
from the Stefan approximation. The curve on the left shows the nature of the longterm motion as shown by a plot of log (•,•(•) - •,•(oo)) versus •. Note that the two
curvesare separatedby the heavy diagonalline with tick marks and have different scales.

criterion and does no• appear •o have a serious influence on the solution. This
may be confirmedby examination of Figure 6, where the general shape of Lhe
ternperabureprofile is the same after • (• = 6.51 x 10-•) as before (• = 1.80 x
10-•). It would thus appear tha• •he approximation SA1 continuesto be accurate
until •he effects of •he boundariesof •he region significantly interfere.
The above comparisonbetweenthe numerical results and •he Stefan approximarion indicatesthat •he criterion a• •'• providesa very st,rict lirni• to the cessation of S•efan behavior and shouldbe generally applicable in predicting •he range
of application of the Stefan approximation.
The preceding discussionwas concerned wi•h •he motion of the phase
boundary for •imes such •ha• •he boundariesof •he region were no• fell The
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mo6ionof 6hephaseboundaryfor long6linesis bes6shownby the curveon •he
lef• of Figure 11, which shows•he logarithm of •he dis6anceof •he phaseboundary
from i6s final posi6ionplo6•edagains6•ime. The curve is linear for long 6linesin
agreemen6wi•h 6he exponentialbehavior predicted by 6he quasi-s•eady-st•ate
approximation(•SSA); the departurefrom lineari•y is due •o •he nonapplicability of the quasi-s•eady-s6a•e
approximation.This may be confirmedby examination of 6hetemperatureprofilesfor • < 0.02. The logarithmicderivative (d/d•)
as r--) •, d[log (• - E/D)]./dr = 1/r• for model1 is givenin Table 3 and may
be comparedwith that calculatedfrom QSSA, also in Table 3. The agreement
betweenthe actual and •heore•ical values is quite satisfactory consideringthe
simplicity of the theoretical model.
An estimate of the time r •'• when the QSSA is dominant was here defined
for the numerical solution when the logarithmic slope
1
(•m(T)-- •m(02)
))

aT

last departedby 20% from the asympt•otievalue as r--• m. The comparisonof
the theoretical and numerical values may be seenin Table 3.
In model1 we have considereda casein whichthe term d(log X)/d[log(• (0)
- •)] in (35), which is neglectedin [.heSA1 approximation,has not beenvery
large.We nex• considerthe limitAngcase (l/C) [Dl•m(O)-- E] -- 1.0 in model2.
This corresponds
to the maximum pressurepulse which can be applied withou•
overdrivingthe systemand for which in •he corresponding
Stefan caseX(•=(0))
A representativeexample of the temperature distribution may be seen in
Figure 9b. The peak is not as pointed as i• would be for model 1, which may
be attributed to the more rapid motion of the phase boundary for •his ease.
Nevertheless,[he general shape of the curve is similar t•othat for model 1.
The location of the phaseboundarywith time may be seenin Figure 12,
which is analogousto Figure 11 for model 1. The generalshapeof the curvesare,
of course,similar for the •wo cases.
This model provides a more severe [es• for •he Stefan approximation
becauseof the singularityin X. Comparisonof SA1 with the numericalresults
for times significantlyafter r = 0 indicates[ha• i• is a fairly reasonableapproximation to the temperaturefield. A comparisonbet.weenthe positionsof •he phase
boundary calculatedfrom the Stefan approximation(SA1 and SA2) and the
numerical results are also shown in Figure 12.

I• may be seen[ha• for the initial mo•ion (• (0) - &•(r)) • 0.01, X >• 1.5),
the positionof the phaseboundary as calculatedfrom either SA1 or SA2, overestimatesthe displacement.Both Stefan approximationsare intrinsicallyunsatisfactory becausetheir error liesprimarily in approximatAng
the temperaturefield.
Exact integrationof equation34b would resul• in an even greater motion of •he
phaseboundaryfor shor•times.This is undoubtedlybecausethe mo•ionof
phaseboundaryis so rapid that i• is controlled[o a large exten• by the decay
of the formertemperaturepeak.For shor•times,SA2 is the better approximation
for this case because i• includes some of •he effects of •he redistribution of hea•.
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Fig. 12. Model 2. Log-log and semi-log plots showing the nature of motions of the
phase boundary for model 2. See Figure 11. The only difference between models
I and 2 is the values of the latent

heat.

Nevertheless,it too will be in error as • -> 0, becauseimplicit in the Stefan
approximationis the assumptionthat the instantaneoustemperature distribution
is not influencedby the changein temperature at the phaseboundary. However,
for very shorttimes the effect of the changein temperature at the phaseboundary
becomeslarge, and the neglect of this effect results in noticeableerror. Nevertheless,for • • 10-ø, the Stefan approximationis reasonablygood.For •m(0) •m(•) • 0.015, SA1 is the better approximation,never departingfrom the actual
solutionby greaterthan 0.005 in •, and remainingcloseto the actual solutionfor
the latter two-thirds of the motion. The point (•m*, •*) is also shown, and, as
was the case for model 1, the Stefan approximationremains good well beyond
this point.
The long-termbehavior,represented
by the linear portionof the curveon the
left of Figure 11, beginsat nearly the sametime for model2 as for model 1; it
obtains for a smaller fraction of the total displacement, however, owing to the
faster motion of the phaseboundary. Owing to the relatively small latent heat
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in model2, the long-termdecayis controlledalmostcompletelyby the decayof
the temperature distribution. In model I on the other hand, the latent heat was
sufticientto affectthe long-termbehavior,asmay be seenby the smallerlogarithmic
derivative1/r• asgivenin Table 3. For eithermodelthe agreementbetweenr• and
½•is satisfactory.
We haveseenthat the motionof the phaseboundarymay be quite accurately
predictedfor shorttimes and for long times.However,betweenthe time before
which the boundariesof the region are not felt and the time beyond which the
boundariesare completelyfelt is usually a period of transition betweenthesetwo
types of behavior.The duration in time or the length of this transition regionwill
dependon all the parametersof the problem,and predictingthe motion of the
boundaryin this regionmay be a difticulty.Nevertheless,the curvesin Figures
11 and 12 in this regionare smoothlyvarying, and onemight expectto reasonably
approximatethe curvesby continuingthe Stefanapproximationand then utilizing
the exponential behavior for the long-term behavior.

Model 3 is identical to model 2, exceptthat {•helower boundary condition
(27b) 0(1, r) - 0 is replacedby
00

0•

=0

•=•

Thus the shor•-term behavior is identical to that oœmodel 2, and the only
differenceis in the long4erm behavior.

A typical temperaturecurveis shownin Figure 9b, and, since{he effectof
the lowerboundaryis not yet apparent,this curveappliesequally to either model
2 or 3. The motionof the phaseboundaryis not shown,as i• differsfrom tha• for
model 2 only for long times.

We may constructa quasi-steady-state
solutionfor this casein the same
manner as was done for the constanttemperature boundary condition.

=

o5 5
tDSm--E;

•m••

I

Insertion of Ossinto (28) yields

(•m - E/D) dr
The relaxation

E

C

1E

:

1

as •m•E/D

time for
00

=0

is considerably
largerthan for the guttedproblemfor 0(1, r) - 0, as can be seen
by comparison with equation 44.

The approximate(½z)and actual (r•) relaxationtimesfor case3 are given
in Table 3. The agreementis satisfactory.
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Thetimer• afterwhichlogarithmic
behavior
should
certainlyobtainmay
beestimated
in a manneranalogous
to that usedfor models
1 and2. Thisyields
r• • [6(1 - E/D)2]./vr2.As may be seenfromthe theoreticaland actualvalues
for r•' in Table 3, the agreement
is satisfactory.
The comparisons
of the resultsobtainedby the numericalsolutionof the
guttedproblemwith thoseobtainedfrom elementaryphysicalconsiderations
showthemto be in reasonable
agreement,
and we conclude
that the essential
behaviorof the generalized
Stefanproblemfor regionswith matchedthermal
constants
is well understood.
It may be notedthat the importantparameters
are
the ratios C/D and E,/D -- •,,(oo). C and E are the dimensionless
latent heat
andzerointerceptof the Clapeyroncurveandmay be estimated
fairly well for
realisticmodels.The parameterD is the difference
betweenthe Clapeyronslope
and initial temperaturegradientand is probablyoneof the moreuncertainand
criticalparameters
to be estimated
in constructing
realisticgeophysical
models.
Unmatched thermal constants. We now turn to cases in which the thermal

conductivitiesof the two phases differ. Differences in thermal conductivities

causethe initial and final temperaturedistributionto differ,and they generate
a long-term
transientin the.temperature
distribution
for thewholeregion,aswas
discussed
in the sectionon the static problem.The relevantequationsfor the
dynamicproblemare (25) and (26) in which we will neglectconvectiveheat
transport;(r = 0) and sources(.a ----0). The initial dimensionless
steady-state
temperature distribution will be

0 ._• • __••m(0)
•m(0) • • • 1

whereK2,/2- K•,/• and82----&•(0) (,/• - ,/,•)by (24). (For T.o- (J (0',0)/K•)bo,
7• - 1. However,sinceTocouldbe chosen
otherwise,
we shallcontinue
to use7•.)
The form of the Stefanproblemfor the casein whichthe two phaseshave
differentthermal propertiesis

0(5,
r) = (1-- erfh)1q-erf

0(5,
r) = [1+ err(x/al/=)]
i -- errk.2(at)
- --

- ¾7•

where i is the root of

N(X,
o•,
K2/K1
1)=Mrl/'{•
xp
(--X2)
exp
[-erf
0,2/a)
] ] _0s
-4K1o•1K/•[1
-4(),/a
C
'

'

-- erfX

The functionN(X, a, K2/K•, 1) is a specialcaseof (54) and is shownin Figure
7 for the valuesof the argumentsusedin this paper.The symbolN usedfor this
functionis in honorof Franz Neumannwho first presentedthe solutionto this
type of problem [Neumann,1860]. With this solutionwe may thus construe[
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Stefan approximationsas in the caseof •he guttedproblemby substituting•(8•)
for • and by regarding• as a funct,ion of 8•. The Stefan approximationfor the case
with unmatched thermal const,
ants does not have a discontinuity in the gradien•
a• 8•(0); hencei• doesno• satisfyequation2Od.If Ka = K• or •(8, 0)/• = 0,
this Stefanapproximationwill satisfythe field equationsand boundaryconditions
in the same way tha• i• did for the gutted problem.
Because of the fact that. the thermal constants of the two phases differ,
equations25 and 20 are rather complicatedin comparisonwith the gu•ted
problem.These complicationsarise because•he temperaturehas a discontinuous
gradienta• certainpoints.In the definitionof •(•, •) • •(8, •) - •(•, 0) we have

subt.racted
•(8, 0), which has a discontinuous
gradien•a• •(0),

from •(•, •),

which has a discontinuousgradien• a• •(•). Hence discontinuitiesin •/•
will
exis• at •(•) and &•(0). Excep• a• these two points, •/•
will be continuous

everywhere,as canbe seenin Figure 13a.The resultan•perturbationtemperature
distribution is thus quite different than that for the three previouscases,and the
final distribution,•(•, •), is not identically zero eve•where. The equationfor

d•/d• now includesthe term [1 - (K2/K•)] [0•(•, 0)/0•], and at the initial
positionof the phaseboundary,equation26d applies.The term

in (2Oc) is a constantand thereforedoesnot dominatethe behaviornear the
sin•larity in d•m/dr.The initial behaviorin all regionswill thereforebe like
the initial behaviorof the guttedproblem.If K2 > K•, the term

•=•,•-(r)

80o-

I I I •1•/ I I I I

t:2x•O6y
M{t):33.68km

_ M•-M(t):5.38
km •,•
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, ',
,
i
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-
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Fig. 13a. Model 4 and model 5 with conductivity difference (K2
% K•). Initial temperature and temperature after 2 X 10ø years.
The two models are indistinguishable at this time. The lower
curve shows 0(x, t) at the same time. Note the discontinuities in
O0/Ox at x -- M• and x -- M (t).
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is negativeand acts like a heat source;thus it tendsto decreasethe magnitudeof
the velocity of the phase boundary. The additional term in (26d) has the same
magnitudebut is of differentsign,and it acts like a sink at the boundary•m(0).
If we attempt to extendthe Stefan approximationto treat this case,the natural
extensionwould be to replace C in equation 26c by

C+ • -- 1 --

•=•,,,(•) 2X2

which is analogousto SA2. We shall not use this, however, in the ensuing
discussion.

We may estimate the time r* at which the term

,•=,•-

(o)

in equation 26d has a significant effect on the temperature. This will certainly
be the. casewhen the flux from the Stefan approximationis equal to the jump in
flux at the boundary •m(0):
K2 dos^
K•

O•

This yields, using SA1

(r,)•/2
= q,(X,
•(0)a,--aT/D)
E/D

(48)

where

ql(k,c•,aT/D) = [1 q- erf (X/a•/2)]•r•/2a•/2(a'y/D)
q- 2X;
and X is the root of

q•(X,a, aT/D, K•/K,)

= [D•,,(0) - E]/C

where

N(X, a, K•/K•, 1)ql(X, a, AT/D)
•

•

1/2

1/2

1/2

For small enoughX we may approximate q• by

q(X, ,, a.//D)

+

+

-

For the parameters used in this paper, the error incurred in using this
approximationis lessthan 2.5%. The function q2 is shownin Figure 14 for values
of the argumentsused in this paper.
As has been seenin Figures 2 and 3, the heat due to the differencebetween
the initial and final temperaturedistributionsmay be quite significant.Itcnee we
may expect that the redistribution of this heat will be a major feature of the
problemand will governthe motion of the phaseboundarywhen the singularity
is no longer dominant and possibly before the effect of the lower boundary
becomesevident. We may estimatethe time r** beyondwhich this will be the
easeby equatingthe transport of heat away from the phase boundary for the
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Stefan approximationwith the effectiveflux source

•

•'•

,E
=E,.,,,(r)

a• the phaseboundary.This corresponds
to the velocity oœthe phaseboundary
being zero iœ the temperature distribution in the neighborhoodof the phase
boundary is given by the Steœanapproximation.Although this value of •tt will
correspondto a value of •m(•ti) œromthe Stei•an approximation, which will be
physically realizable, we should not expect either the Steœanapproximation t•or
•mor t•to be a goodapproximationto the actual values at this time. This criterion
yields, usingSA1

(r**)•/2= (K•/K2)(CX/A•)

(49)

where X is the root oœ

q•(X,a, /W/D, K2!K1)

----N(k, K2/K1, o•,1) + (K12D/K2A•)X2 = [D•(0) -- E]/C
This function is shown in Figure 14.
Since the final temperature distribution and location of the phase boundary

dependstrongly on the lower boundary condition,numerical solutionswere first
obtained for two cases' constant flux (model 4) and constant temperature (model

5) at the lower boundary,which was fixed at 100-km depth. In both modelsK2
= 2K1.

The temperaturedistributionsfor model zi at selectedtimes are shownin
Figure 13b. For extremelyshorttimes theseare almostidentical to thoseof the
guttedproblem.The discontinuityin
03•
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•ote the limited iota-term transient

is apparen5at • -- 6 X 10-4 in the third temperatureprofile. This may be compared with the estimatefor ½ of 3 x 10-4 in Table 3. The positionof the phase
boundary may also be compared.The value for •*.t is also given in Table 3. By
this time the discontinuitiesin the temperature distribution are well developed,
and the incipient behavior of the long-term motion has begun to manifest itself.
The effect of the discontinuityon the temperaturemay be seenin the last five
temperature profiles, in which the long-term transient obviously dominates.
Through profile 4 the temperatureeverywhereexceedsthe initial steady state;
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Fig. 14. Graphs of the functions q2 and qs for selected values
of the arguments. These functions define (•?)•/2 and (•??)•/2,
x?? and x?. x?? is the root of q• (X??, a, ,iv/D, K2/K•) -(D•(0) -- E)/C and (•??)•/• -- CXK•/K• ,iv. X? is the root of

q• (x?, a, ,ix/D, K2/K•) -- (D•(0) -- E)/C and (•?)•/* =
(•(0) -- E/D)/q• (Xt, a, AX/D) (see text for q•).
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subsequent,
to thistime (~r**) the temperature
for part of the regionis lessthan
the initial state and greaterthan the final state.

The motionof the phaseboundaryfor model4 is shownin Figure15a.Com-

parisonof the numerical
resultsshows
that the motionis nearlyidenticalwith
thatof theguttedproblemforr < r•*. The departure
afterthat timeis apparently
due .to the influenceof the discontinuity in
00

andthe dominanceof the long-termtransientfor r

It shouldbepointedoutthat in models1, 2, and3, the Stefanapproximation,
whereapplicable,
appears
to benearlyan exactsolution.
For model4, whilethe
Stefanapproximation
appearsto be a reasonable
one, it is not an accurate
representation
for 0 for sizeable
displacements,
ascanbeseenfromthe estimate
for •m(r?) and •m(r??).

The long-term
motionmaybeestimated
in a manneranalogous
to that used
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I
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mediate to those of models 4 and 5.
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in theprevious
cases.
For a casewithconstant
fluxat the lowerboundary,
this
yields a relaxation time

• ••

EI__
• •• EI• • •1_1
I1-- •l••---•1•1 • •1 •2(1 --

(50)

whichisgivenin T•ble3. Ase•nbeseenin Fibre 15a,•hereis • veryprominen•
long-•erm•r•n•ien•,•s wouldbe expected
•rom•he •e•dy-•t•e discussion
•nd
•he magnitude o• •t •or •his

The time•*•', •er which•he •bovelong4ermbehaviorshouldobtain,is
given by

e** = 2(1 -- E/D)"/a• -2
(51)
whichis analogous
to equation46.Thisis givenin Table3.
We nowconsider
model5, whichis identicalto model4, excepttha5the lower
boundaryconditionis taken as constan5temperaturerather'•han as constant
flux at the lower boundary.

The governing
equations
for case5 are, of course,identicalto thoseof case
4, excep5
for the changein the lowerboundarycondition.Hence,the samecriteria
for the breakdown
of Stefanbehaviorat • - •* and• - •** apply,andthe only

difference
between
thetwo cases
occurs
for long-Serm
behaviorgoverned
by the
lower boundarycondition.

The final equilibrium
positionof the phaseboundary
for this caseis given
by the root of

(D+'y1)
'Y('•--1)•+
[D+'y1
'Y
lrl(1,
O
)- 'Y('•
-1)E!•,,,- E=0 (52)
Thusforthiscase•Y1• •2 (OrK1 • K•), •m(Cø)
willnotbeE/D, •s in theprevious
cases.For •his reasonthe Stefanapproximation
is not internallyconsistent
in

th• •m• maybelessth•n •m(•ø
). Theformalequations
of theStefanapproximation whichareusedfor estimatesof •*, •.*tmay be subjec•to moreerrorthan in the
previousc•ses,and •ms•(•'**)may lie outsideof the accessible
regionfor 5m.In
addition,the long-termbehaviorfor this casemay be significantly
differentfrom
that of the caseswhere•m(ø•) = E/D.
Constructionof a quasi-steady-state
temperaturedistributionwith the cotrect limiting end point Sin(•o) yields
1

--

d•m

))

2•m(•ø)(D
+ •Y1)
• -- 1

11+D+•Y1
•Y1
V(1
•)
,0))
][1
--•m(o2)
)]•m(
03
)

-1

=

as •m-'--'•m(
©)

(53)

Comparison
of .•heactualand approximate
valuesmay be seenin Table 3.
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The long-termrelaxationtime for this caseis considerablylessthan that for
model4. In addition,the distancethe phaseboundarymust.moveis lessfor this
ease than for model 4.

The developmentof the temperaturedistributionwith time is shown in
Figure 13c.Prior to 20 x 10øyearsthe temperaturedistributionfor this easeis
nearly identical to that for model 4 (ef. Figure 12b); after that time the two
modelsdiverge.Model 5 attains equilibriumfairly rapidly, in contrastto model
4 whch approachesequilibrium quite slowly.
This may also be seenin Figure 15a, which showsthe motion of the phase
boundaryfor both eases.The longtransientfor model4 is apparent.On the other
hand, in model 5, the phaseboundarynearly reachesits final positionbeforethe
long-termbehaviorbecomesevident; in fact, for this easea long-termtransient
is essentiallynonexistentin relationto the total displacementof the phaseboundary. This illustrates the primary effect of the lower boundary condition on the
problem.For constanttemperatureat the lower boundary b(t), equilibrium is
approachedby internally redistributingthe excessheat from • > • to the region
• < •, which has a heat deficit comparedwith the final state. In contrast, for
constant flux at b (t), there is no region that has a lower temperature than the
final steady state; hencethe excessof heat cannot be compensatedfor internally

and must escapeat the boundary • = 0, which leads to a major long-term
transient.

In the preceding models the thickness of the region was 100' km and
phase boundary was originally near the center of the region. To evalute the
effectsof distanceto the lower boundary,we have investigatedmodel 6, in which
the lower boundary is at. 200 km, at which the temperature is constant.
The motion for short times will be the same as in cases4 and 5; the only
difference will be the long-term behavior and the final position of the phase
boundary.
The long-term relaxation time will be given by equation 50, as it was for
model 5. Note, however, that, since bo is different for the two models,the scale
factor relating dimensionlesstime r to real time t will not be the same for the
two cases.As can be seenin Table 3, the relaxation time for model 6 is nearer
that for model 4 (constant flux at 100 km) than that for model 5 (constant T at
100 km). The final position of the phaseboundary will be intermediate between
those for models4 and 5. In the limit bo -• oo for the same initial steady state,
the final position of the phaseboundary will be ElD for either boundary condition.

The motion of the phaseboundaryis shownin Figure 15b, where it is compared with model 5. Comparisonwith Figure 15a will demonstratethat this case
is intermediate

between

models 4 and 5.

Comparisonof the effectsof different boundary conditionsand the depth at
which they apply showsthat the boundaryconditionsdo not affect the short-term
behavior; they do, however,significantlyaffect the long-term behavior, both in
terms of the rates of movementof the phase boundary and its final position. In
the considerationof a realistic geophysicalproblem including the thermal impedanceof the material causingthe pressurepulse, sedimentationand erosion
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rates (particularlythe latter), andisostasy,it is clearthat the choiceof the lower
boundaryconditionmay be primaryin determining
the elevationand duration
of positivesurfacerelief.The properlowerboundaryconditionthat describes
the
actual geophysicalconditionsis not obviousto the authors.

In model5 the pressure
pulsewasthe maximumthat couldbe appliedwithout
overdriving
the system.To betterilluminatethe response
when(l/C) (D•m(0) E) < 1, model7 was investigated.In model7 the latent heat was taken as 30
cal/g, ratherthan 15 cal/g, as in model5. Otherwise,
the modelsare identical.
The short-termbehaviorfor this modelagreeswith that predictedby the Stefan
approximation,
as can also be seenin Table 3. As in the comparison
between
•nodels1 and2 for the guttedproblem,the greaterlatentheatsignificantlyslows
the phaseboundaryin the regionof Stefanbehavior.The long-termbehavioris,
l•owever,little affectedby the largerlatentheat,as is expected,sincethe primary
process
is the redistributionof the heat of the initial temperaturedistribution.
All the precedingmodelshave had the samereducedClapeyroncurveD•m E, whichpartly determined:(1) the total displacement
of the phaseboundary
•m(0) -- • (o•); (2) the initial temperatureat the phaseboundaryD• (0) - E;
(3) the criteria r • and ri for cessationof Stefan behavior;and (4) the long-term
relaxation time ft.

As an illustration of the effect of the Clapeyron slope, model 8 was constructedsuchthat the reducedClapeyronslopewas reducedto one-half of its
value in the previousmodels.In orderto keep •,•(0) unchanged(for purposesof
comparison
with previousmodels),it wasnecessary
to alter E as well. All other
parameterswere unchangedfrom model5. The numericaland theoreticalresults
are presentedin Table 3. The agreementis as expectedfrom previouscases.It
should be noted thai; the short-term motion is slower than in model 5, owing to
the smallerinitial perturbationtemperatureat the phaseboundary,and that the
long-termtransientis more prominent,owingprimarily to the larger total displacementof the phaseboundaryfor this model.
In all the modelsthat have so far beenconsidered,
we have.taken a = K2/K1.
Since .a appearsonly in the field equations,whereasK2/K1 appearsin the
boundaryconditions,
it wasconsidered
desirableto considera casefor a v• K2/K1.
This was donein model 9. A Stefan solutionhas been presentedthat approximates

this modeland may thereforebe comparedwith the numericalsolution.The motion of the phaseboundarycomparedwith that for model 5 is shownin Figure 16.
The motion for model 9. is initially faster than that for model 5, becausethe
smaller diffusivity of model 9 reflectsa larger heat capacity (• = K/pc). Thus
more heat may be releasedinto the region behind the phase boundaryfor the
samerise in temperatureas for model 5. The fact that model 9 lags behindmodel
5 for longertimes (t >• 7 x 104yr) is due to the redistributionof the heat that
was originally behindthe phaseboundary.Again this is a reflectionof the greater
latent heat of model 9'. The approximatesolutionsfor both short and long times
are again in goodagreementwith the numerical results.
Convectiveheat transport. We have so far discussedonly the most elemen-

tary casesin which we neglectedconvectiveheat transfer and the presenceof
heat sources.We now turn to the investigationof the effectsof including convec-
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Fig. 16. Models 5 and 9. The effect of the thermal
diffusivity of the lower layer on the motion of the
phase boundary. Although both curves have the
same endpoint, there are slight differences in the
detailed motion of the phase boundary.
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five heat transfer,which is expressed
by the term

(o0(e, o))
in the field equations25 and the motionof the lower boundary/3(•-). Thus the
differencein densityof the two phaseswill no longerbe neglected,and the mass
in the region0 < • < /•(•) will be conserved.
In the ensuingdiscussion
we will
assume K2 > K1.

For short times lessthan •*, as definedin (51), the effect of the lower
boundary/•(•) will be insignificantand we needonly investigatethe effectof the
convective
term in the field equation.Owingto the nonlinearityof the field equationswith the convective
term included,it is no longerpossibleto considerthe
perturbationtemperaturet•(•, •) separatelyfrom the initial steadystate, as is

indicated
by thepresence
of theterm [0v(•, 0)/0•] in the fieldequations
25.
Initially the velocityof the phaseboundaryand the temperaturegradients
in the neighborhood
of the phaseboundaryare singular,and [Ot•(•,•)/•] will
dominatethe convective
term in the field equationsin the neighborhood
of the
phaseboundary.We may investigatethis term by appealingonceagainto the
Stefanapproximation.
A solutionto the generalized
Stefan problem,including
convectedheat, may be obtainedfrom the form given by Carslawand Jaeger
[1959, p. 290']:
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Os•(•,r) = 1 0•(•..•
-- erfk I1+erf
2r•(0•
•/• 1;
•--

• --••m(7')

O•(•m)
{1-err
•--•m(O)
0s•(•r)= 1+ err
(kp•/a•/•p•)
L••
•7•
-

=

where • is (he root of

N(k. .. K•/K•. p2/pl)

• •/•

O•
+ erf (kp•/a•/"'
p,]J =-C (•m) (54)
1-e erfk+ K•
Kxa•/"1
.......

This is an exac5solutionto •he problemdefinedin (25) and (26) if (1) a,=
al; (2) [Ov(•, 0)/0•] - 0; (3) 0(•,,, •) - constant;and (4) •hc regionis infinite.
Owingto •he initial singularityin d•,•/d•, condition2 is nearlysatisfiednear•he
phaseboundaryfor short times for all cases.

The functionN(X, a, K•K1, p•pl) is shownin Figure7 and compared
wi•h
N(X, a, K•/K1, 1) for equivalen5
arguments.
I• is eviden5from •he similarityof
•he •wo curvestha• the •erm r(00/O•) in •he field equationhaslittle effec5on •he
velocity or position of •he phase boundary for a 20% differencein density. In
region1, a5 a giventime, •he effec•of conveeredhea• doesno• change•he functional form of •he •empera•uredistribution bus only the magnitudeof •he per•urbation,becauseof the changein •he value of the roo• of N (•,
as comparedwith N (•, a, K•K1, 1). In region2 •he spatialtemperaturedistribution will be altered owing bo•h •o •he scaling due •o the changein •he charac•erisSicroo5 and to •he motion of colder material •oward •he phase boundary.
This will •end •o decrease•hc width of •he •emperature peak •o the righ5 of •he
phaseboundary and corresponds
•o a •ranslation of •he •emperature distribution
by
pl)/p.
As hasbeens•ated,the singulariSyin [00(•, •) ]/0• a• • - 0 makes[Ov(•, O)]/
0• or any o•her finite •erm negligiblein the immediateneighborhood
of •he phase
boundaryfor 5heinitial motion.A• pointssomewhatremovedfrom •he immediate
vicinity of •he phaseboundary,however,the terms [00(•, •)]/0• and [0v(• , 0)]/
0• may cancel for somegiven points in spaceand time. As seenfrom •he S•efan
problem,such'accidental'cancellationsshouldno5 significantlyaffec5•he actual
solutionto •he problem, sincethe effec• of convectivehea5 •ranspor5is small for
5he cases considered here.

A• distancesfrom •he phaseboundarywhere•he temperatureis li•le affected
by the hea5releaseda5 the phaseboundary, [0v(• , 0)]/0• will become•he doralnan5 •erm in the field equation.In •he limiting case a• poin5 •,, where the •empera•ure is invarian5

D•

=0

and

[o0(e,

+

=

--1
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will apply. Thus [0•ø0(•,r)]/0• 2 - 0 and the time dependence
of the temperature
is completelydominatedby the convectiveterm. This will apply at the lower

boundary•-

fi(•), if ,•(.fi(•), •) - constant.
If the lowerboundaryconditionis

constantflux, then

oo(•(.)..)
o•

o,(•(o). o)

o•(•(.). o)

o•

o•

If thereare no sources,
it followsthat [00(,8(r),r) ]/0• - O; henceagainthe term
[0,(•, O)]/0• completely
dominates
the convective
term.In theseoases
the changes
in temperatureare totally dueto the translationof the initial temperaturedistribution.

The principal effectof the motion of the lower boundaryis its effect on the
final equilibriumpositionof the phaseboundaryand the final temperaturedistribution; eventhis, however,is slight for geophysioallyreasonablemodels.
From the precedingdiscussionit can be seenthat the neglectof the convective heat transport resultsin two effects' (1) the temperarturodistribution in the

immediateneighborhood
of the phaseboundarywill be alteredand the motionof
the phaseboundarywill be too slow; (2) the total movementof the phaseboundary, &,(0) - • (m), will be slightlyoverestimatedand the final temperaturewill
be too low. The magnitudeof these errorswill, of course,dependon the values
of the parameters used. For the geophysicalsituation consideredin this paper,

the errorsappearto be unimportant,especiallyconsideringthe uncertaintiesin
the lower boundary condition and the values of the parameters.

It may be noted that, if the nonlinearterms in the field equation are
neglected,but the lowerboundaryfi (r) is movedsothat the matter conservation
equationsare satisfied,and the correctboundaryconditionsare applied at that
point,then the systemwill approachthe properfinal equilibriumstate. This approximationeffectivelygenerates,
however,an anomaloustransientin the temperaturedistributioncorresponding
to a heat sourceor sink depending
on the sign
of the velocity.This may be understoodby referringto Figure 17g. In the region
betweenM(t) and b(t), the nonzerowlue of • is primarily due to conycoted
heat. If this meansof heat transport is neglected,the final temperaturedistribution in this regionwill have to be attained solely by conduction,which will generate a long-term transient.

In order to showthe effectsdiscussedin the precedingparagraphs,numerical
solutionswere obtained. In both models 10 and 11 the parameters are identical
with thoseof model9. In model 10 the lower boundaryfi (r) was movedto satisfy
mass conservationin the region 0 • • • fi (r), and the temperature at fi (r) was
kept constant.The convectiveterm v{ [00(•, •) ]/0• + [0v(•, 0) ]/0f) in the field
equation was neOlecied.Model 11 is identical to model 10 except that the convective heat transport is •o• negleoNd.The positionof the phaseboundary with time
for each case is shown in Figure 18. It should be noted that both caseshave the
same final equilibrium states.
The temperaturedistributionsin the vicinity of the phaseboundaryat a rela-

tively shorttime are sho• in Figure 17b for both cases.It may be seenthat the
phaseboundaryfor the modelincludingthe convectiveterm hastraveledslightly
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showsthe ratio of the convective
term V aT/ax to the total time

derivativeof the temperature
DO/Dr = O0/Ot+ V (OT/Ox).
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exceptfor
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Fig. 18. Effect of convectiveheat on the motion
of the phaseboundary.In model 10 (dashedline),

1

convectiveheat is neglectedbut massis conservedby
moving the lower boundary. In model 11 convective
heat is not neglected.The differencebetween the two
curvesfor long times is due to the anomalouslong-

t(•ONy) term transient that results from the neglect of con5

vective heat in model 10. In general the difference
between the two curves is small.
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farther than for the modelneglectingthe convectiveterm. In addition,the temperature immediately behindthe phaseboundaryis lower for the former case,
owingto the motionof 'colder'materialtowardthe phaseboundary.Farther behindthe phaseboundary,the temperaturefor the casewith convectiveheat transport is greaterthan for the other case.This is dueto the term vt0v(•, 0) ]/0• and
is a result of the translation of the whole region• _< • <_ /? toward the phase
boundary.

Also shownin Figure 17b is the ratio of the convectiveterm V (OT/Ox) to
the total time derivativeD©/Dt - (O©/Ot) + V (OT/Ox) for model10. Sincethe
velocity vanishesidentically in front of the phaseboundary,this ratio also vanishes.Immediately behindthe phaseboundarythe convectiveterm is up to twenty
per cent of D©/Dt. The singularitiesin the ratio at depths of 39.2 and 42.3 km
are due to the vanishing of D©/Dt and do not have a noticeable effect on the
temperatures at these points. At depths greater than 43 km the neglected convective term would account for all the temperature, as is seen by comparing t,he
temperature for model 11 in this region. At the point 19(r) (which may be seen
in Figure 17a), the ratio is -1, as required by the invarianceof the temperature
at the lower boundary.
Thermal blanketing and reversals. In all the precedingdiscussionwe have
assumedt.hat the pressurepulse •P has no thermal impedance.As discussedin
the sectionon static behavior, the initial effect of a thermal blanket is insignifi-
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cant,andthe phaseboundarywill risein response
to the pressure
pulseandmove
towardthe positionMl as determined
for no thermalimpedance.
However,the
upperboundaryconditions
mustfinallydominateand causethe phaseboundary
to movetoward the true equilibriumposition,which may involve a reversalof
motion.The time and positionat whichsucha reversaloccursis of deepsignificance,sincethesefactorsdeterminethe depthof maximumsubsidence
and the
time at which the motion of the surfacewill reverseand uplift will begin. The
time and positionof reversalin conjunction
with erosionrates,will governthe
height and duration of positive relief.

Althoughit is not the purposeof this paperto discuss
the detailedgeophysical problem,includingthe effectsof sedimentation
and erosionrates, we can
pointoutthe basiceffectsthat will result.andthe characteristic
constants
of the
motion.We will presenta discussion
of the morecompletegeophysical
problemin
another paper.

Let us considera sedimentlayer of thicknesss = AP/pg at zerotemperature

deposited
instantaneously
on the surfacex = 0. The top of the sediments
will
then be at x = -s. The temperaturedistributionimmediatelyafter the deposition of the sediments will be

T(x,O) = 0

-s_• x_• 0

T(x,O)= K•O)x

T(x,o)=

o)(x- M(0))
+

0_<x_<M(O)

0)M(0) M(0)< x <

Subsequent
to deposition,
the temperature
of the sediments
andthe material
beneaththe sedimentswill rise becauseof the flux from beneath,which is com-

prisedof the initial flux andthe flux dueto the latent heat releasedby the phase
change.The temperaturegradientin the region0 _<x _<M(t) will thereforebe
decreased,
whichwill slowthe motionof the phaseboundary.
For shorttimesthe effectof the thermal blanketingwill be small in the region
of the phaseboundary,and the initial motionof the phaseboundarywill be essentially Stefan-like in behavioras shownin Figure 19a. Eventually, however,
the temperaturedistributionin the region-s < x < M(t) will becomesubstantially differentfrom that for Stefanbehavior,owingto the effectsof the boundaries,which differ from thosediscussed
in the prcvioussectionsbecauseof the
thermal blanketingcausedby the sedimentsbetween -s < x < 0.
We may estimatewhen the effectsof the thermal blanketingwill become
significantby considering
the superposition
of the solution•o the thermalblanke•ing alonesuperposedon the solutionfor Stefan behavior.

As the problemis intrinsicallynonlinear,this approachis no• exact.As before, however,we assumetha• a goodapproximationfor •. is obtainedif the
approximation
for • is a solution•o the field equations,
satisfiesthe initial conditions satisfiesthe boundary conditionat &, and approximatelysatisfiesthe
other boundaryconditions.We will first formulatethe problemexactlyand •hen
obtain approximationsfor •.
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In terms of the perturbation temperature 0, the problem for the thermal
blanketlugmay convenientlybe formulatedby defining

.•, 0): •
L _< • _< 0;
L -- -S/5o
This extends the initial temperature distribution into the region where
the sedimentswill be depositedsuch that 3v(•, 0)/• is continuous,thus as-

suringthat •(•, •)/• will be continuousin the region& _<• _<• (•) for • > 0.
The initial perturbation temperature distribution is thus
o(•,o) = -•1•
L_<•_<o
0(•, 0) = o
o _< • _< •(0), • • •(0)
(55)
o(•(o), o) = o•(•(o))
The boundaryconditionat,the surœaee
becomesO(&, r) - -7•&. This initial
state may be seenin Figure 19b.
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We will here consider the case where •s is small relative to •m. If we then

neglectsomeof the heat initially in the sediments,i.e. 0(•, 0) = -•

--• 0,

.•s < •_• 0then

o) =

0(•, 0) ----0

•s • • __••(0),

• • •m(0)

O(•m(O),
O) =
an approximate solution for short times will be given by [Carslaw and Jaeger,
1959, p. 310]

0

0 +

0

0a is the solutionfor a slab of thickness•m -- •,, initiMly at zero temperature,whose
boundariesat 5, and •mare mMntainedat temperaturesof -•5, and 0, respectively.
Thus

for 5• _< 5 _< •m(•')and

0 =o
for •m(T)

0B satisfiesthe initial condition0B = 0 everywhereexcept at 5 = •,, and
0•(•8, r) = -q,•8. Hence 0R = 0a q- 0s• satisfiesthe initial conditionsand the
boundaryconditionOR(•m,
r) = Oc(•m).
The boundarycondition
is in error by the amount OsA(•,,r) and that at fi(r) is in error by OsA(fi(r),r).
Inserting 0Rinto the conditionat the movingboundary5m(r)yields

d•m

%0• exp

I fOc
exp
(-X•) %(1-+-erf•k/O•
1/2)
(56)
_1_23,1•,
n•oeXpl
(2n-+1)2(•m
--•J")2,1

' •k)
r 1/2
--C'•; • Q(•m
•--,r 1/2

1 --

erfX

SettingX = [Sin(0)-- •m(r)]/2rTMand 0c = DSm- E thusresultsin a firstorder differential equation for •m(r). This first-order equation may be integrated
numericallyto obtain 5m(r).The time at which the phaseboundaryreversesmotion
is definedas rR and for this approximation•R may be determinedby the condition
-C dSm/dr= Q = 0. Since•R is obtainedby a simpleintegration,the effectiveness
of this method for estimating r• is of considerableimportance.
In the above approximation, • is a root of Q(•, x) = 0, which defines a
curve in the (Sin,X) plane. Thus the intersectionof a curve X(•m)with Q = 0 defines
(dSm/dr) = 0 for the approximationof X(Sm)used. It would be useful to obtain
an analytic expressionfor rR in order to gain someinsight into the dependenceof
r• on the other parameters of the system. Insofar as the position of the phase
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boundaryas a function of time prior to reversaldoesno• deviate greatly from the
Stefan approximation, we may estimate k by use of the characteristicequation
(54) N(X, a, Ka/K•, p2/p•) = Oc(•m)/Cand Q = 0, resultingin an approximation
of •. It shouldbe noted that this approximationis internally inconsistent.

For the casefor smallX, N • [•r•/aX/(1q- Ka/K•)], andusing(35) and (56),
in which only the first term in the infinite seriesis retained,we obtain the approximate relationship
__

-- L)

TR• •Rt: 4log[--2"yl•s/C(7r)l/2x]

(57)

D[1q-(']/'1/']/'2)]
•m(0)
+ 2(E/D)r•
TM

x

{-

[D[1
+(71')
('y,/%)]
C
1/2 1/2

For finite positivevalues of r, we must.[hen have X _< -2?•&/[C(,r)•/2],
which implies thai 0c < -71•2/(1 + K2/K1). For the casewhen K2 - K1 this
simply sta•;es[hat [he per[urba[ion [emperature at [he phase boundary
time of reversal must be lessthan -?l&, which is the per[urbation •empera[ure
at the lop of [he sedimen[s.The [ranscenden[alequation (58) may be solved
graphically for
Equation 58 may be too coarsean approximation,since[he in[ersecfionof
Q(•m,x) - 0 wi[h X(•m) may be very sensitive[o the traject•oryX(•). Since
de[ermination of (•(rR), rj,) is [he most subtle of [he characteristicsof
motion so far discussed,it appearsdesirable[o use [he set of equationsmost
consisten[
with [he actual problemand [o integrateequalion56 directly. Never-

•heless,equalion58 shouldnot be in seriouserror,sinceit dependsonly logarithmically on [he value of X.

Two modelstha• include[he effec[sof thermalblankefingweres[udied,and
numericalsolutionswere found for 0, •m by solvingequations25 and 26 wi[h •he
init.ial and boundary conditions55. Models 12 and 13 have 3.64 km of sedimen[s

deposi[ed
on the surface,and [he lowerboundaryconditionwas fixedat a depth
of 95 km beneath the bot[om of the sedimen•;s.O[herwise models 12 and 13 are

iden[ical [o models2 and 11, respectively.
The [emperature dist.ribu[ionsfor model 13 at selec[edlimes are shown in
Figure 19b. The time of reversal is r• -- 0.019. The [emperature curves show

tha• asthe lime approaches
r•, the temperalureeverywherein [he regionbetween
[he sedimen[surfaceand [he phaseboundaryhas risensignificantlyand at
the [emperature dis[ribu[ion is domina[ed by the effec[ of the sediments.Model
13 takes in[o account different properties of the phasesand the motion of the
lower boundary. Never[heless,[he essen[ialbehavior is quite similar for both
models 12 and 13.
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TABLE

4.

Actual and Predicted Reversal Times of the Phase Boundary
Model

12

13

ß•
}m(•)
•

0.0219
0.3175

0.0192
0.3379

0.0278

0.0284

0.3117

0.3170

0.0162

0.0151

0.3022

0.3010

•m(•)
•,

•,,(y•,)

Estimatesfor • were obtainedfrom equation 58 (•), and by numerically
integratingequation56 (•,) to find the point Q = 0. These valuesare given in
Table 4, as are the corresponding
• valuesfrom equation34a. The agreementof
the • with the actualvalue of •a is quite good.For either model,y• overestimates
and •, underestimates
•. The agreementbetween•(•)
and •(•) is not quite so
good,althoughit is satisfactory.It thereforeappearsthat the theoreticalconsiderations provide a good estimatefor the time and positionof reversal,as well as a
simplefunctionalexpressionfor this time in terms of the initial state of the system
for the caseof impulsive loading.
E•ects o/ (radioactive) heat sources. The presenceof sourcesenters the
problem in two distinct ways: (1) as a term a(• - •2) in the field equations
and (2) in the determinationof the initial steady state 0(•, 0) and the final
equilibrium state.
The sourceterms appear explicitely as the differencea(•2 - a•) in the field
equationin region3 but are no5presen5in either region i or 2. They appear in
region 3 only becauseof the changein spatial concentrationdue to the density
changeacrossthe phaseboundary,and they wouldvanishidenticallyif •/K• pffK•. This region in which the sourceterm appearscomprisesonly the space
betweenthe phaseboundary and its initial position, and, therefore, for the initial
motion the region is extremely limited. However, owing to the sourceterm, the
final equilibrium value of O•0/O•• will be nonzero,which will result in a curvature
in t• in region 3 as comparedwith the source-freecasewhere 0(•, •) is linear in
every region. This term thus generatesa translenSin 0 in region 3, owing to the
differencebetweenthe initial state 0(•, 0) - 0 and the curved final state, where
[O•0(•, •)]/O• • - a• -.a•. Insofar as a(a• -,•x) is small, as would occur for
most geophysicalconsiderations,it is to be expectedthat the sourceterms are of
little significancein the field equations.

The initial steadystate entersthe field equationsin the term
for convectiveheat. The effectof sourcesin making [Ov(•, 0)/O•] a linear •unction of • rather than a constant can be no greater than the effect that the term

had in the casewi•h no sources.As pointedout earlier,this term primarily compensatesfor the masstransport with respectto the fixed spatial coordinatesand
has only a minor effect.

In the boundaryconditions26c and 26d, the terms [Ov(•, 0)/O•] appearas
the break in slopeof v(•, 0) at the locationof the phaseboundarydue to the
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changeof conductivity.The effect of theseterms will be the same as in the case
with no sources.Some minor differenceswill occur, since in the source-freecase
the exact magnitude of this term is a constantindependentof •m(0). However, in
the casewith sources,since •/(•, 0) is a quadratic function, the gradienf•will
dependon the positionof the phaseboundary.
In the modelswith no sources,the reducedClapeyron curve 0c(•) = vc(•) v(•, 0) was a linear function, 0•(•) = D• - E, sinceboth v•(•) and v(•, 0) were
linear. When sourcesare present, however, v(•, 0) is no longer a linear function;
hence 0•(•) will also be a quadratic function of •. This may be seenin Figure 20a.
This figurecomparesthe initial temperatureT(x, 0) and Clapeyroncurve T• (x) for

a modelwith sources
(model14), with •(x, 0) and •c(x), for a no-source
model
(model 11), which is used to approximatethe model with sources.The Clapeyron

slopes[dT•(x)/dx]= d•/dx ----Gplgare equalfor bothcases,
as are the initial
positionsand temperaturegradientsat the phaseboundary. Making thesevalues
coincide and utilizing equations 5 to construct the source-freemodel required a

newvalueof F andJ(0, 0) -- J• in the approximation.
Thus f•(0) is lessthan
T•(0) and•(0, 0) is lessthanJ(0, 0). In bothcases
the application
of a pressure
pulseAP shifts the Clapeyroncurve a distanceAP/pg to the left, and the temperature at the phase boundary increasesby the same amount GAP for both cases.

The reduced
Clapeyron
curvesOc(x)and•(x) afterapplication
of the pressure
pulseare shownon the right of Figure 20a. They have the samevalue and slopeat
the initial location of the phaseboundary x = Me. The initial motion of the phase
boundary shouldthus be the samefor both models.Owing to its curvature, O•(x)

diverges
from•(x) for x • Me, andthe formerintercepts
the x axisat a smaller
value of x. Thus, for longer times the sourcemodel will depart slightly from the
other, mainly owingto the differentfinal equilibriumpositionof the phaseboundary.
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Fig. 20a. Initial states for a model with moderate sourcesand an approximation
to it without sources.The shift of the Clapeyron curve is shown.The reducedClapeyron curve for each model is at lower right. The reduced Clapeyron slopesat the initial location of the phaseboundary M• are the same for both models.
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The magnitude
of this difference
will dependon the curvatureof O(x), henceon
the magnitudeof the sources.
For largersources
than thoseshownhere,the final
positionof the phaseboundarycouldbe substantially
differentfor the two models
andtherewouldbe a largerlong-termdisplacement
of the phaseboundaryfor the
modelwith sources.
The effectof the curvatureperseshouldbe quitesmall,and,
if properaccountis takenof the initial andfinalpositions
of the phaseboundary,
themotionof thephaseboundaries
for thetwocases
shouldnotdiffersignificantly.
Lastly, it shouldbe notedthat the final perturbationtemperaturedistribution will be composed
of straight-linesegments
exceptfor the regionbetween
•m(0) and•m(•), andthat onlyin thisregionwill thesources
directlyaffectthe
temperaturedistribution.Thus the dependence
of the solutionon the source

distributionis extremelylimited,and we may thereforeexpectto be able to
representquite adequatelya modelwith sources
by a suitablemodelwith no
sources.

In orderto compare
a modelwith sources
with a 'no-source'
approximation
to it, a numerical
solution
wasobtained
for model14,whichhasa source
concentrationof 3.6 x 10-•4 cal/g secin eachphase.Theseheat sources,
distributed
through
100kin,areableto account
for all thesurface
heatfluxof 1.0•cal/cm•'
sec,as may be seenin Figure20a. Model 11 is a 'no-source'
approximation
to
model14 in the sense
that bothhave(1) the sameinitial positionof the phase
boundary
M•; (2) thesameClapcyron
slopeG; (3) thesamereduced
Clapcyron
slopeat M•; and (4) equalinitialpressure
pulses
appliedto them,andall other
materialproperties
thesame.Thishasbeenachieved
by adjusting
thezerointerceptof the Clapcyron
curveF, andthe initial surfaceheatflux J(0, 0). The
resultant
valuesof the parameters
aregivenin TableI and2, andthe initial
statesof bothmodelsmay be seenin Figure20a.

Themotionof thephaseboundary
for eachcaseis shown
in Figure20b.For
thefirsthalfof themotion,thed•fference
between
thetwocases
is insignificant.
Sincethefinalposition
of thephaseboundary
is different
for eachmodel,the
motionfor model14 departsslightlyfromthat for model11 for longertimes.
Nevertheless,
thebehavior
of themodelwithsources
is entirelypredictable
from
themodelwithoutsources,
andweconclude
thattheeffectof sources
is insignificantforsuchcases,
except
in thattheypartlydetermine
thefinalposition
of the
phaseboundary.

Sincethe source
concentration
in model14 wasnot particularly
high,a
numericalsolutionwas obtainedfor model 15 in which the sourceconcentration

was1.25.x 10"•3cal/g sec.Thesesources
weredistributed
onlyin the upper40
km of thecrust,whichwasunderlainby a layerwith nosources
butwith thermal
properties
identicalto thoseof the high-density
phase.The resultantnonradiogenicheatfluxwasonly3% of the surface
fluxof 1.5•cal/cm•' sec.The initial
statefor this modelis shownin Figure21a.

The firstcurvein Figure21bshows
the finalperturbation
temperature
for
model 15 and illustratesthe primary effectsof the sources.The curve is not

linearin theregion
between
theinitialposition
of thephase
boundary
M• andthe
finalposition
M•. In addition,
thediscontinuities
in O©/Ox
at M• andM• arenot
equal in magnitude,as they would be for a casewithout sources.The result is
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Fig. 20b. Motion of the phaseboundaryfor models shownin Figure 20a (models14 and 11). The differencewhich beginsto appear at t > 3 X 10• years
is due to the different values of M (•)

for each model

(cf. e• in 20a). Apart from the difference,the two
curves are almost identical.
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Fig. 21a. Initial states for a high-source model (model 15) and two nosource approximations (model 16 and 17). Model 15 has no sourcesbelow
x -- 40 km (cf. Figure 22).
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that the temperature
of the final stateis everywhere
greaterthan that of the
initial sSate.This is in marked contrastwith the modelswithout sourcesinvesti-

gatedearlier.We mayexpect
that theresultof thiswill be a limitationof any
long-term transientsin the motion. The short-term motion shouldremain un-

affected,however,for the samereasons
givenfor model14.
Model 15 was approximatedby modelswithout sourcesin a manneranalo-

gousto the methodusedpreviously.In general,in constructing
a no-source
approximation,certainparametersare adjustedto make certain characteristics
of the approximation
coincide
with thoseof the modelbeingapproximated.
For
our purpose,we wishedto make the followingvaluesthe samefor both models:

(1) the initialposition
of thephaseboundary
M•; (2) the finalposition
of the
phaseboundary
Ml; (3) the initial perturbation
temperature
at the phase
boundary
©(M•, 0); and (4) the finalperturbation
temperature
at the phase
boundary
©(Mh •). Thiswasdoneby adjusting
the following
parameters
in
equations
5, 7, and26d: (1) theinitialsurface
fluxJ(0, 0); (2) thezerointercept
oftheClapeyron
curveF; (3) theClapeyron
slope
G; and(4) thepressure
pulse
AP. This resultedin model16, or approximation
1. The initial and final states
are givenin Figure21, whereit may be seenthat the final statediffersconsider-

ablyfromthatformodel15in theregion
behind
thephase
boundary.
The motionof the phaseboundaryfor eachcaseis shownin Figure22.
Approximation
1 andthe modelwith sources
havethe samefinal positionfor
the phaseboundary.
As canbe seenin Figure2lb, approximation
1 hasa much
moreprominentlong-termtransient;hencethe phaseboundaryapproaches
its

finalposition
much
moreslowly
andlagsconsiderably
behind
thephase
boundary
of 5hemodelwith sources.
The reason
for thislag is thai.in constructing
the
approximation
wehavechanged
theinitialtemperature
gradient
in thevicinity
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of the phaseboundary,
whichis obvious
in Figure21a.However,aswasseenin
the sectionon unmatchedthermal constants,the initial temperaturegradient
entersthe dynamicproblemthroughthe t.ermsin av/a• in (26c) and (26d) and
resultsin a slowingof the motionof the phaseboundary,whichbecomes
apparent
for times near r* and dominant for times near r**. The slower motion of model 16

is primarilydueto the effectof the largertemperature
gradientnearthe phase
boundaryfor this source-free
modelin comparison
to the high-source
model.The
appearanceof this effectby relatively short times indicat.esthat attemptsto
approximate
the long-termmotion(in particularthe final positionof t.hephase
boundary)may seriouslyaffectthe short-termmotion.
To betterapproximate
the short-termmotion,a second
no-source
approximation, model 17, was constructed
in a mannersimilar to that usedto construct
model 14. The only differencein the two methodsof approximationis that,
whereasthe Clapeyron curve of model 11 matchest.he slope of the reduced
Clapeyroncurve of model 14 at M•, model 17 has a reducedClapeyronslope
which is intermediate to the reduced Clapeyron slope of model 15 at points M•

and Mr. J(0, 0) andF wereadjustedto makethe reducedClapeyroncurvesfor
this model and model 15 coincideat M• and M•, as determined from model 15.

The Clapeyronslope,pressurepulseand initial positionof t.hephaseboundary
are the samefor both models;only the final positionsof the phaseboundary and
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the curvaturesof the reducedClapeyroncurvesare different,.As can be seenin
Figure 21a, this approximation(approximation2) is more similar to model 15 in
the vicinity of the phase boundary than was approximation 1. Figure 22 shows
that this model approximatesthe motion of the phase boundary extremely well
over nearly the entire displacementfor model 15. At t - t', the approximation
has reachedthe final position of the phase boundary •or model 15, and at this
point the two models have the same perturbation temperature at the phase
boundary.The temperature distribution at this time may be seenin Figure 21a,
where its similarity with the final distribution for model 15 is apparent. In contrast, the final distributions for both approximationsdiffer considerablyfrom
that for model 15, although approximation2 appearsto be the better one.
These examplesindicate that we cannot expect all the aspectsof a model
with sourcesto be representedby a no-sourcemodel. However, if no attempt is
made to accurately model the long-term motion (e.g. by matching M/), then
nearly all of the motion may be accurately modeled so long as the slopesof the
temperatureand Clapeyron curvesare reasonablymatched,as was donein models
11 and 17. Thus the effectsof sourceson the dynamicsof the short-term motion
are extremely small. The main effect of sourcesis in the determination of the
final steady state, which influencesthe long-term motion. The numerical results
presented here are a clear verification of the conclusionsabout sources drawn
previously from inspectionof the field equations in terms of the perturbation
temperature.

Time-dependent loading. In all the preceding discussionswe have consideredonly the responseto an instantaneousload causinga pressurechangeAP.
We will now extendthis treatment to the casewhereP is time dependent;we
will determinethe conditionthat obtainswhenconstantsedimentation
ratesmay
be approximatedby an impulseload, and the criteria that determineif the phase
boundarywill be in 'secularequilibrium.'
The effectsof pressureenter the problem only through the Clapeyroncurve
5c(P) = GP - F; hencethe field equationsand boundary conditionsremain unchangedfrom those used so far, with the exceptionof the conditionfor the temperature at the phaseboundary (26e), (27d). In dimensionless
form this becomes

Oc(•m(T))
= D•,,(r) - E(r)

(59)

where

E(r) = (F/To) - [GP(t)/To] -- E(O) - •,(r)
P(t) is the time-dependentpressureappliedat the surface.In M1the previouscases
with impulseloading,P(t) has been a step function of magnitudezXP:
P(t) = 0

t < 0

P(t) = zxP

t _> 0

We have shown that the generalizedStefan approximation is an accurate
representationfor impulsiveloadingfor shorttimesprimarily becauseof the singular behavior.In addition, by comparisonwith the numericalsolution,it appears
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that this approximationyields a reasonabledescriptioneven after significant
motionof the phaseboundaryhas taken place,as longas the effectsof the upper
boundaryare not strong.Theseconclusions
apply to any impulsiveloading,however small. It thereforefollowsthat the initial motion shouldalwaysbe of the Stefan
form even for an infinitesimalAP. This suggeststhat more realistic modelswith

finite loading rates may be approximatedwith a sequenceof small impulsive
loadings,eventhoughthe problemis nonlinear.We are thusled to apply a Stefantype expression
to approximatethe temperaturefield for finite sedimentation
ratesandthusobtainan equationfor d•m/dr.Letting0(•, r) = • sA(•, r) asbefore,
we obtain from (27c), and (29)

Cd•m
•
dr

Oc(•m)
---•/•-•?•
exp( •ks) 1 - Ierfk • 1 -• 1erfk
w r

(60)

where we have assumedp• = p•.,K• = K•., K• = K•.for simplicity, and k(•m) =

[•m(0)-- •m(r)]/2r•/2 asbefore.For a sufficiently
smallimpulsiveload, k asdeterminedfrom n(k) - Oc/Cis small.Therefore,for continuous
loadingwith P(0) --

0, n(k) will belinearin k for sometime.For sucha case•(•, r) • Osage
(•, r), where
OsAc(•,r)
-- OsA(•,
r) underthecondition
v(k) • (•/2/2)k and AP -- P(t). Equation 60 then becomes

Cd_•m
- 20•
dr
•r
r
•

172

172

--

- 2 (D•m
r

•r

172

172

or

d(•m(O)
-- •m)-- C(71.)1/2
' 4D (•m(0)
4 (E(0)
-- E(r))
d(T)i/2
--•rn)
+ C(71.)1/2

(61)

The conditionof secularequilibriumis definedwhen the left-hand side of (61)
is negligibleand • • E(r)/D. This will be the casewhen

1

d

i d•

2D

[E(0)
-- E(T)]
d;[L'(0)
-- E(T)]• (/o
• <<C(7l-)
1/2
r
This criterion definesthe conditionsunder which the system will respond to the
loading.

Direc• integration of (61) yields

lim(O)
-- •m(r)
= •r exp
(--frei2)
-- E(Z)]d(Z
•/•) (62)
fo
•/'exp(rZ•/2)[E(O)
wherer • 4D/C(•)•/2 is the natural rate cons•an•for the system.Hence •ransientswill decay as exp (-rr•/2), and a criterion for long times when transients
will have decayedis rr •/• • [4D/C (•)•/•] r•/• >> 1. If •he loadingrate is a linear
functionof time, •(r) = E (0) - E (r) = DRr, whereR is a cons•an•determining
the loading rate. In this casethe criterion for secular equilibrium is re/• >> 2,
and tha• for long •imes is re/• >> 1, which are essentiallythe same.This criterion
is independen[of •he loading ra[e. The •ime over which this approximation is
valid will dependon •he length of •ime beforethe effectsof the upper boundary
become large.
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For a constant
loadingrateas above,(62) becomes
-

=

+

2R

r

2R •/,.

r r

2R

r,•exp
(-rr•/•)

(63)

or equivalently

• (_q1)3)'
•
•(0)--•m(r)
= 2Rrr
a/'•
•"•(n
= (Rr)2rr•/'
nt-"' 1'
[•! 4!lrr•/"
The significanceof the criteria for secularequilibrium and long times is apparent
•rom these equations.In addition it may be seen that the initial velocity is
proportional to r•/'•; hence the singular behavior that is characteristic of the
Stefan problem is no longer present.
We may representan impulsiveload by requiringthat the productRr remain
finite as r '• 0. The loading function is then

E(O) -E(O

= RDr

0 5 r 5 AE/RD • ro

E(O) - E(O = AE (• constant)

r • ro

Using this in (62), we obtain

• 2(n
+l)(rro•/')"•
(64)
•,•(0)
--•(r) = ••E[I -- exp(--rr
•/')•(n+2)•
for r > to. For an impulse, ro • 0 and the infinite sum on the right of (64)
approaches1. Thus, the criterion for an impulsive load is that the terms other
than the first in the sum may be neglected,or

=' •/•

•I'TO

]r(AE/RD)•/2 << 1

Thus the time criterion for impulsive loading is independentof the loading rate,
and the responseto any load depositedin a time considerablyless than ro =

(3/2r) • will be as for an impulsiveload. For the modelsconsideredhere, •his
time corresponds
•o •1 million years. In this case (64) becomesfor r > ro

•E

I rr
=•/'+... )
•E •/,(

andd•m/dris initiallysingularandproportional
to r -•/• asrequiredfor an impulse.
In addition, since•(0)

- •(•)

= AE/D, we may write the precedingequation

•m(O-- gin(©)= (AE/D) exp(-rr •/=)
which agreeswith (47). It should be rememberedthat the above results hold
only when

i.e., they hold only for small pulses,and not for such large pulsesas we have
discussedin the previous sections.
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A more generalresult for larger X may undoubtedlybe obtained by extension
of the methodsgiven in this paper.
Numerical solutions were obtained for three models with linear pressure
loading. The models (18, 19, 20) were similar to model 2 and correspondedto
the guttedproblem.The loadingrate R was taken as 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 in models
18, 19, and 20, respectively. These correspondto sedimentation rates of roughly
10, 100, and 1000 m/10 øyears. The motion.of the phaseboundary for each model
is shownin Figure 23. The initial tooLion,as seenin Figure 23a, is proportional
to r •/2, as predicted by equation 63. The irregularities in the curvesresult from
numericalerrorsdueto changesin the spaceand time steps,which were necessary
to limit the computation time. The logarithmic plot exaggeratesthe numerical
irregularities for short times.
The motion for longer times is best seen in Figure 23b. Note that the time
scaleis different for each curve. Thus the curve for R: 0.1 extendsup to r: 1.0
(Rr = 0.1) or t -- 355 x 10ø years. Long-time behavior and secular equilibrium

shouldobtain for r•/2 >> 1/r • 0.04. Thus, for r•/2 .• 0.4 or r ~ 0.1, secular
equilibrium should obt•ainand transients will have decayed.As can be seen,the
phaseboundaryis in secularequilibriumafter this t•imeand followsE (r)/D at•
a constant

E

distance.

For the Stefan approximation, the lag 1 of the phase boundary behind
is

l= (2R/rS)(rr
•/•- 1 4-e-•'/')

(65)
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Fig. 23a. Motion of the phase boundary for models 18, 19, and 20, which have
constant loading rates. The dashed curves show the initial motion expected from the
Stefan approximation. The irregularities in the computed curves (solid lines) are
due to numerical errors (see text).
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Fig. 23b. Linear plot of Figure 23a showingthe motion of the phaseboundary for
a constant loading rate proportional to R. If secular equilibrium obtains, •,(0) -•,(•) ----R• and all continuouslinear loading curveswould fall on t•hesame straight
line, which is dashed.The times may be obtained from the R• or Rt scalesby dividing by R. R ----0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 correspondto sedimentationrates of 10, 100, and
1000 m/106 years, respectively.The solutions from the Stefan approximation are
shown as individual points, which in each case lie above and to the right of the
corresponding
numericalsolution.All curveslag behindE(•-)/D; the Stefan approximation overestimates the actual lag.

At • - 0.16,the lag shouldbe 0.003in • or ~300 metersfor R - 0.1. Inspection
of Figure 23b showsthat the lag remainsaroundthis value up to the time the
computationwas stoppedwhen the displacement.was around 10 kin.
The casefor R - 1.0 is similar. Thus the lag at • ~ 0.1 or t ~ 35. x 106

years shouldbe ~0.022 or 2.2 kin. The actual lag is ~0.015, and the phase
boundaryfollowsE (•)./D at this distanceafter this time. Similarly the lag for
the caseR - 10 at • - 0.02 is 0.055,rather than 0.08,as predicted.In both cases
thisis probablydueto errorsincurredin the linearapproximateion
of n(X), which
causesthe Stefan approximationto overestimatethe actual lag. For • ) 0'.02in
model 20 (R - 10), the lag doesnot increasemuch and the phaseboundary
followsE (•)/D.
The approximatesolution for the position of the phase boundary without
assumingsecularequilibrium (equation 63) is rather good.A comparisonof t.he
computedresults and those obtained from (63) are also shownin Figure 23 and
indicate the accuracy of the approximation. The lag from (63) is seen to be
greater than the computedlag, as mentionedbefore, and appearsto place an
upper bound on the magnitude of the lag.
The effect of the surface should becomeapparent for • ~ •? ~ 0.1 or t ~
35 x 106years. The boundaryconditiont•(0, •) - 0 will result in the removal oœ
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moreheat from the vicinity of the phaseboundarythan would be the casefor an
infinite medium. This in turn would tend to decreasethe lag of the phase bound-

ary behind• - E(r)/D. The fact that the observedlag is smallerthan that
predictedby (65) is undoubtedlydueto the boundaryeffectat f - 0 in addition
to the SAC approximationfor the temperaturefield. For long times the surface
effectpredominatesand the Stefan approximationshouldno longer apply.
These three models span the range of sedimentationrates that would be
expectedin a reasonablegeophysicalmodel,and comparisonof the numericaland
theoretical results indicates that it should be possibleto estimate the response.
of most models with reasonableaccuracy.
In the precedingdiscussion
we have neglectedthe thermal impedanceof the
sediments.As discussedin the sectionon thermal blanketing, sedimentswill cause
the temperature beneath them to rise, eventually stopping and reversing the
motion of the phase boundary. The time at which this occurs is of paramount
importance,sinceit signalsthe end of subsidence
and onsetof uplift, and hence
also the cessation of sedimentation.

Thus this will

control the total

amount

of

sediments,which in turn determinethe total uplift.
As we did for impulsive loading, we approximatethe temperature field by
superposingthe temperature due to the sedimentson the temperature from the
Stefan approximation.Since the thicknessof the sediments,s, will in general be
small comparedwith the depth of the phase.boundary, we shall neglect it. The
boundary condition of the surfaceis thus

0(0, 0

0 =

If s is not small in comparisonwith •m,this easewill overestimatethe effect of the
surface.For loadingthat is proportionalto the time (constantsedimentationrate),
the initial and boundary conditionsfor the temperature due to the sediments,
OBc(•,r), are
=0

O,o(O,,-) =

,- _> o

= o

> o

where

W = [1 - J(0, O)/Go•gK•] = D(To/Go, gbo).
o, is the density of the sedimentsand R is the rate parameter'
R __

1 o8 dt ds
boW ot dr dt

1 •OsC
lbOds
W K• dt

We will treat •masconstantin the derivationof 0sc,whichis justifiedaslongasthe
displacement
of •mis smallcomparedwith Sin(0).
The solution to this problem is given by Carslaw and Jaeger [1959, p. 102].
We are concernedwith the heat flux at the phaseboundary, •.,, sinceit is this value
that will influencethe motion of the phaseboundary. This is

-

--

-

_- n•

exp -- --

r
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This may be addedto the flux due to the Stefan approximationto determinethe
velocity of the phaseboundary, as was donein (56).

-C d•m
• 00,c

q_00•c

00s•,c

This can then be integratednumericallyfrom r = 0 to find the reversaltime rn
whend•/dr = 0. This is analogous
to equation56 for the caseof impulsiveloading.

Alternatively,if secularequilibriumobtainsbeforethe reversaltime, then
--C(d•m/dr) • RC. But sincethis is proportionalto the flux out of the phase
boundary for the Stefan approximation,the criterion indicating the reversal of
the motion may be approximatedby
+

00S•C

00S•C

0}

0•

=0

or

+RC=O

Thus, at the time of reversal, the following relationshipshould approximately
obtain'

C•os
•m+
•'lplW

'••T

( J)•exp-7r- .=1 n

5•

r

(66)

This may be combinedwith equation63 and solvedgraphicallyfor the time of
reversM•n. This is anMogousto equation 58 for impulsiveloading.
If •mc•n be estimated,then (66) can be usedalone to determinern. For the
parametersin models18, 19, and 20, •n = 0.048, 0.061, and 0.074 for • = 0.25,
0.30, and 0.35, respectively.Thesevaluescorrespondto times of 17, 22, and 26
million years. In each casethe exponentialterms have beennegligibleand •n •
(Cps/•lPlW)•m• •m=/6.If we substitute5m(r)= •m(O)-- Rr in this equation,a
quadraticequationfor •n is obtainedand the dependence
on the rate R is readily
Thus the reversaltime dependsonly weakly and indirectly (through•m(r))
on the sedimentationrate. It is of interest to note that it dependson the ratio
CID (sinceW is proportionalto D).
We have not obtained numerical solutions for models including continuous
sedimentationand the thermal impedanceof the sediments.These will be consideredin a later paper considering
the more complexgeophysical
problem.Nevertheless,the accuracyof the above expressions
for the reversaltime shouldnot
be in seriouserror and shouldexhibit the dependenceof •n on the parametersof
the modelused,if we may judgefrom the casesfor whichwehaveobtainednumerical solutions,in particular models12 and 13.
5.

EFFECTS

OF

ISOS,

TASY

In orderto considerthe effectof isostasyin conjunctionwith a phasechange,
we find it convenientto considerthe following model:
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x = x•

sea level

x = x8

top of sediments

x = 0

bottom of sediments

x = M

phase boundary

x = b

lower boundary

x = xc

'level of compensation'
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p•, K•
•02•K2

Mean sealevel, xw,is taken as a referencelevel, fixed with respectto the center
of the earth.The depthof wateris w - xs- x•; similarly,the sedimentthickness
is s - -xs. The densitiesof the water and the sedimentsare pw and ps,
respectively.
We shall considerisostaticequilibriumto obtain if the massper unit area
is the sameafter the depositionof sedimentsas it was before.This is equivalent
to consideringa crustal block floating in a denserfluid substratum.
We assumethat the mass per unit area is always constant below x -•x•

whichis fixedwith respectto the centerof the earth, sothat x• - x•ois constant.
Thus the massper unit area abovex• will be constantif the columnis in isostatic
equilibrium,isostaticadjustmentsbeingmade by varying the amount oœmatter
of densityp•betweenx -- b andx - x• by lateralflow.
For simplicity we discussthe casewith no heat sourcesand with constant
heat flux at the lower boundaryx -- b. This is not a severelimitation, sincein
many cases an appropriate 'no-source approximation' can be constructedfor
models with sources. In addition

we define

if

w•0

sincew • 0 corresponds
to the top of the sediments,xs,being abovesea level, in
which caseno water will be present.This allows generalizat.
ion of the model to
treat casesof depositionand erosionabove sea level.
The initial state of the model will be specifiedby the initial depth of the
water, •.o, the initial sedimentthickness,which we take as zero, and the initial
locationof the phaseboundary,which will be determinedby the intersectionof
the Clapeyron curve and the temperature distribution in the earth. The location
of the lower boundary b will dependon the total massof material betweenx -- 0
andx -- b, whichwill be constantand on the positionof the phaseboundary.
If sedimentsof thicknesss are depositedon the surface x - 0, the phase
boundarywill initially move only in responseto the pressureload, but it will lag
behindits equilibriumpositionby a distance1 as discussed
in the previoussection.
The resultantconversionof the low-density(pl) phaseto the high-density(•2)
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phase will result in the subsidenceof the material in the region above the phase

boundary.In addition,the entire block x <_ b will subside,owingto the isostatic
response-to the load of the sediments.The exact magnitude of this subsidence

will dependon how rapidly isostaticadjustmentsare made. Except where otherwise stated,we shall assumethat the time scaleof isostaticadjustmentsis much
shorterthan that of the responseof the phaseboundary; consequently,
we assume
that a state of isostatic equilibrium always obtains. If on the other hand the
time scale for isostatic adjustment is much greater than the time for the phase
boundaryto respond (as may be determinedfrom the Stefan approximation),
thenthe effectsof isostasywill not be importantand may be neglectedaltogether.
For longer times the effect of thermal blanketing by the sedimentswill
influencethe motion of the phase boundary and may cause it to reverse the
direction of its motion. For times less than the time of reversal, which can be
estimated, the effect of thermal blanketing will be small, as was shown in the
previoussectionon thermal blanketing and reversals.Thus we may discussthe
responseof the model to sedimentationfor times less than the time of reversal
by neglectingthe thermal effect of the sedimentsaltogether.We will include the
effect of thermal blanketing later in the discussion.

The requirementthat the mass per unit area be conservedin the regions
x _• x• and 5 _• x _• b, subjectto x• - xw constant,gives the following relation
betweenthe sedimentthicknesss(t), water depth w(t), and initial water depth
Wo.At any given instant of time
Qww- Qwowo
-it- Q•s = - lp•[(1//p•) - (1//p2)]

(67)

where

1)-- •I (1
1/]''
Qi ----Pi[(1
'L ;c
';1 P2]

i=s' w' Wo

and

W = i - (J•/KiCgp•)

Since p• is a function of w, to allow •he treatment of casesinvolving uplift
above sea level (x, < x• or w < 0), we must distinguishbetween Q• and Q•o.
The lag of the phaseboundary,l(t) is definedas the distanceof •he boundarybehind
the positionit would have if thermal equilibriumobtainedat eachinstant of time.
Equation 67 applies•o a source-freemodel,in which easeJ• = J(0, 0). To treat
a easewhen sourcesare presentit is necessary•o model •he easewith sourcesby
a no-sourceapproximation,as discussed
in •he sectionon radioactiveheat sources.
In this case,J• • Ki[T(M(O), O) -- T(M(t), 0)]/[M(0) - M(t)] and J• is considered as a constant.

If m = p2, the phase changewill have no effect on subsidence,and (67)
reducesto •he equation for isostaticadjustment alone [Jeffreys, 19.62,p. 336].
Similarly, we can obtain •he effect.of the phase changealone in the absenceof
isostaticadjustmentby letting p• -• o• in (67). It shouldbe noted that, when
Q8 - 0, equation67 is independentof s and the sedimentthicknessis indeterminate.

The nature of the subsidencecan best be seen by differentiating (67)'
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dw/ds = -(Qs/Qw) - (pl//Q•,)[(1//p•) - (1//p2)1dl/ds

(68)

At•a givenins•ant•of •ime a negativevalue of dw/ds corresponds
•o a basin being
filled as a result•of sedimentationor, conversely,a decreasein elevation as a
resul•of denudation.If dw/ds - O, the subsidence
ra•e will be exactly equal to
•he sedimentationrate and •he wa•er depth will remain •he same even though
sedimentsare deposited.If dw/ds > O, [he water depth will increasewi•h sedimentation. For this case•hen, if •he rate of sedimentationincreasedwi•h •he
wa•er depth,initial sedimen•a[ionwould causesubsidence,
which would resul• in
even more rapid sedimentationand subsidence.
Hence we shall regard •he case
dw/ds > 0 as dynamicallyunstable.The [wo previouscaseswe shall regardas

dynamicallyst.able (dw/ds < 0) andneu[rallys[able(dw/ds- 0), respectively.
Assuming
Q• > 0, a givenmodelwill be dynamicallyuns[ableif
Q• + pl[(1/pl) -- (1/pa)](dl/ds) < 0

As can be seenfrom the definitionof Q•, this term will be negativefor (l/W)
[(l/m) - (1/pa)] > (1/p• - 1/p•), whichwill be •he casefor sufficiently
small
W J•ff(K1 Ggpl) or sufficientlyclose•o 1.0. This conditioncan be a•ained for
valuesof •he parameterstha• are no5 outside•he range of probability. (For
example,for model11, Q• - -0'.012 if p• - 2.4 and p• - 3.5.) In •his case•he
valueof dl/ds becomes
criticalin determining
•he signof dw/ds,and hence•he
dynamics•abili•yof •he system.Systems
tha• exhibi•dynamicinstabilitya• one

•imemay become
s•ablea• later •imes,and conversely.
This is dueto •he •ime
dependenceof l(t).

I• shouldalsobe no•ed•ha• •he possibilityof instability is no• due solelyto
the presence
of the phasechange,sinceinstabilitywouldresul•if p• > p• wi•h no
phasechange.The phasechangedoes,however,permi• instability •o occurfor
p• < p•, as would generallybe expectedin a geophysicalmodel. The ins•abiliSies
discussed
here appear•o have beenoverlookedby previousworkers.
If we consider•he caseof a cons•an5sedimentation(or denudation)ra•e,
then we can evaluatedl/ds for •he Stefan approximation(SAC) from (65)'

-- •

ds

4J•W •

---

XplCl
/

•-•/• 1 - exp -

p•L(1- W) k•/

Valuesfor dw/dsfor models11 and 17,•akingp• - 2.4, p• - 1.0,andp• - 3.5
are given in Table 5. These modelsare no-sourceapproximationsto models14
and 15, respectively.

As canbe seen,the lag of •he phaseboundarypreventsmodel11 from being
unstable.Examinationof Figure23b reveals,however,•ha• the S•efanapproximation overestimates
•he lag by abou• a factor of 2. If we had used•he value of
•he lag from•he numericalsolutionrather•han from •he Stefanapproximation,
•he modelwouldhaveshownthe instability,as may be seenby substituting
in
(67) directly.Thus •he possibilityof accumulating
•hick depositsof sediments
in relatively shallow wa•er exists for models similar to model 14.

The valuesof dw/ds in Table 5 shouldbe con,rasPedwi•h •he value dw/ds
= -0.44 for •he casewi•h isost.
asy alone and wi•h no phasechangeeffect.Thus

•he phasechangehasa noticeable
effec•onmodel17,eventhoughthis modelmay
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Effect of Phase Changewith /sostaw on Subsidence
Due to Sedimentation
Time, 106 yr

dw/ds, Model 11

dw/ds, Model 17
--0.37

0

--0.41

1

--0

29

--0.32

5

--0

16

--0.27

10

-0

13

--0.26

15

--0

090

--0.26

2O

-0

075

--0.26

30

--0

057

--0.26

5O

-0

040

--0.26

All times (no phase change)

--0.44

--0.44

be consideredconservativein terms of the magnitudeof Q• (sinceW is relatively
large). The effectof the phasechangein model 11 is very marked, as would be
expected,owing to the negative value of Q•.

If we considera basin subjectto sedimentationas long as the surfaceis
belowsealevel,sedimentation
will stopwheneither (1) the basinfills up or (2)
the motion of the phaseboundaryreverses,owing to thermal blanketing,eventually causingthe surfaceto be elevatedabovesealevel.The maximumthickness
of sedimentsthat couldbe depositedin the basinwill be attainedif (1) occurs,i.e.
if the basinfills completelybeforethe phaseboundaryreverses;hencethis maximum thicknessis givenby settingw - 0 in (67). For neutrallystableor unstable
cases,this may result in a root for s that is negativeand doesnot constitutea
real physical solution. Since the time at which the phase boundary reverses
motion has been estimated in the previous section,one can roughly determine
whether or not this maximum thicknesswill be attained for a given sedimentation
rate. If (2) occursfirst, sediment.thicknessmay be estimatedfrom the sedimentation rate and the reversal time. The exact thicknesswill dependon the amount
depositedafter reversal.
After the reversal of the phase boundary, the effect of thermal blanketing
will dominate the motion. Hence, since the thermal blanketing effects of the
surfacewere completelyneglected,equation67 will no longerapply. Instead the
elevation (-w)

will be given by

Qww-- Qwo•O'JI-Qs'8 ------gp1[(1/p1)-- (1//p2)]

(69)

whereQ• and Qwoare asdefinedin (67) and 1is the lag (or lead) of the phaseboundary from the positionit would have if thermal equilibriumincludingthe effects
of the sediments obtained at each instant of time. This is the same definition as

before;howeverthe thermalblanketingeffectsare now to be included.
Q,' = Q, + (Klpl/K,)(1/Y)[(1/pl)

-- (1/p2)]

where Y -----(GgpxK1/Js)- (J:•/Js) and where J•/K• is the averagetemperature
gradient in the sediments.If there are no heat sourcesin the sediments,J• -
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J(O, 0). The problemof sedimentationin a basinmay now be approachedby considering•he possiblesequences
of events.The maximumsedimen•t,hickness
tha•
can be accumulatedin a basinwill occurif •he basin completelyfills up beforethe
thermal blanketingcausesthe phaseboundaryto reversei•s mo•ion.This thicknessmay be foundby settingw - 0 in equation67. The time necessaryfor the
depositionof this thicknessof sedimentscan then be obtained from the sedimentation ra•e. If this time is grea•er•han the reversal •ime of the phase boundary,
then •he reversal of the boundary,resulting in uplift, may causethe surface •o
rise above sea level before the above-mentioned

maximum sediment thickness has

been attained. In this event the sedimentthicknessmay be estimatedfrom the.
sedimentation rate and the reversal time. In either event, once the sedimen•
thicknessis known, the maximum final elevation can be determinedfrom (69')
by setting I - 0, which is equivalenf•to assumingthat the final steady-state
thermal equilibrium has been a•tained. This maximum elevation would be
a•tained only under •he exceptionalcircumstanceof no erosion and then only
after a time sufficientlylong for the region x• _< x _< b •o approach•hermal
equilibrium. For a region ~100' km •hick, this would be of the order of l0 s years.
Since •he Stefan approximationcertainly does no• apply after •he reversal of
mo•ion of •he phaseboundary,we will not at.temp•to estimatet.he uplif• in the
even• of erosion.It shouldbe noted, however,f•hat, owingto isostaticcompensation and•he effectof the phasechange(•hroughthe term dw/ds discussedabove),
the erosionof a given thicknessof sedimen•will not causea decreasein elevation
of the same amoun• but rather less.

In Table 6 are the maximum sediment •hicknessescalculated from equation
67 with w - 0 and the final elevations calculated from equation 69 for various

values of the lag of the phaseboundaryfor several cases.All of the casesemploy
the physical parametersusedin model 15 (to which model 17 is •he appropriate
no-sourceapproximation),but with variousvalues for the surfacehea• flux (J•)
and sedimentconductivity (K•). In all casesJ•, •he heat flux in •he vicinity of
the phase boundary, and all other relevan• parameters are identical to •hose
in model 17 (or 15). This may be considereda fairly conservativemodel, since,
as shownin Table 5, •he value of dw./dsis nof•especiallysmall. If •he ratio J•/
K•Ggpx were greater, as would be the case if more hea• originated below the
phase boundary, i..e for x > •[, then •he sedimentthicknessand final elevation
could be substantially greater. This would also be the case for densersediments,
a lessdensesubstratum,or a greater density changewith the phase changet.han
considered here.

The firs• six casesare for marine depositionand later emergenceabove sea
level. The las• case, on the other hand, •rea•s the rapid erosionto a reference
level (taken arbitrarily a• sea level) of a surface initially 1 km above tha•
referencelevel. Sincethere is no water present,f•hera•io of the changein elevation
to the sedimentsremoved (dwfds) is lessthan would be the case for a marine
environment.

For all casesfor •he valuesof l givenin Table 6, model 11 is unstable;i.e.,
the only limi• f•o the sediment•hicknessis the •ime of reversal of •he phase
boundary.Sincethis has been previouslyshownto be ~20 million years, the
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PossibleSedimentThicknessand Final ElevationAssumingNo Erosionfor Models
(including phasechangeand isostasy)

J•

K,

Wo

l

sp

--w

Maximum

Average Flux
Conductivity
Initial
in Sediments, of Sediments,
Water
• cal/cm2/sec cal/cm/sec/øC Depth, km

1.0

0.005

1.2

1.2

1.5

3

o. 005

3

o. 005

3

o. 0035

1.5

0.005

0

12.6

2

10.6

1.6

4

8.6

1.0

3

0.0035

1.5

Final
Maximum
Lag of Phase Thicknessof Elevation,
km
Boundary,km Sediments,km

3

-1'

2.3

0

12.6

2.7

2

10.6

2.0

4

8.6

1.3

0

12.6

3.9

2

10.6

3.0

4

8.6

2.1

0

12.6

3.4

2

10.6

2.6

4

8.6

1.7

0

21.0

5.7

2

19.0

4.8

4

17.0

4.0

0

12.6

4.9

2

10.6

3.8

4

8.6

2.7

--6.5

--1.7'

--1

0

--5.5

--1.3'

--2

--4.5

--0.92*

--3

--3.5

--0.50*

* Surfaceinitially abovesealevel,subsequently
erodedto sealevel.Weightof water neglected.
t o, = 2.4; oc = 3.5.

sedimentthicknesswill be just the amount that can be depositedin that time,
and it will be independentof the initial water depth.
Thus, there seemsto be little difficulty in accountingfor thick sectionsof
sedimentsthat were depositedin relatively shallowwater, so long as the deposition was sufficientlyrapid. The long-term evolution of the surface after uplift
will dependon the erosionof the surfaceabovesealevel and may be subjectto
an extensionof the simpleanalysisas presentedin this paper.
The possibilityof a small value of dw/ds would indicatethat rapid erosion
rates may not substantially reducethe elevation of the eroded surface.
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SUMMARY

The dynamic responseof a phase boundary to suddenchangesin pressure.
has been investigated by considering a one-dimensional model of two layers
separatedby a phase change.The problem was formulated in terms of a dimensionlessperturbation temperature by subtracting the initial steady temperature
distribution. In this form the simplest case, neglectingradioactive heat sources,
convective heat transport, and the difference in thermal properties of the two
phases,may be approximatedby a simple generalizationof Neumann's solution
to the problem of freezing at a constanttemperature. Comparisonof the approximate solution with exact,numerical solution revealed that the approximation very
accurately described both the initial motion of the phase boundary and the
temperature distribution. More complex models considering the differences in

thermal propertiesof the two phasesmay also be accurately describedby the
approximatesolutionup to a time that may be determinedfrom the approximation. In all cases,the initial motion is completelydeterminedfrom (1) the ratio
of the latent heat of the phase changeto the differencebetween the Clapeyron
slopeand the earth's temperaturegradient and (2) t.heproduct of the Clapeyron
slopeand the applied pressuredivided by the latent heat.
The motion of the phase boundary for long times may also be accurately
describedfrom simpleconsiderations
basedon the over-all geometryof the model.
In addition to (1) above,the motion then dependsmost critically on the location
of, and the boundary conditionsat, the lower boundary. Since.for most geophysicalmodelsthe effectsof the lowerboundarywill probably dominatethe behavior
for long times, the choiceof this boundary conditionis extremely important and
is probably the most severelimitation of a one-dimensionalmodel that attempts
to describethe completegeophysicalproblem.
The effect of convectiveheat transport, which is partly estimable from the
approximatesolution,has been shownto be small for many geophysicalcasesby
direct comparisonof numerical solutions.Thus neglect of the convective term in
the field equationsis probably justified, consideringthe implicit limitations of
a one-dimensionalmodel and the uncertainties in the parameters.
Radioactive heat sourceswere shownto enter the problemonly in the region
through which the phase boundary actually moved. In addition, comparisonsof
numerical solutionsindicated that the effect of sourcesper se on the dynamics
of the motion is small. Thus a model with sourcescan be adequately approximated by a model without sourcesto which all the previous conclusionsapply.
The effect of thermal blanketing by sedimentshas also been considered.The
approximate time at which the blankettrig would causethe phase boundary to
reverseits motion may be determinedfrom an analytic expressionor by the integration of a first-order linear differential equation. Since the time at which reversal occurssignalsthe star[ of uplift, this criterion is especially important.
The approximate solution for impulsive loads was extendedto the ease of
continuoussedimentationat a constantrate, and the accuracyverified by comparisonwith numericalsolutionsfor sedimentationratesrangingfrom ~ 10 meters/

10• yearsto ~1000meters/10
• years.It wasshown
that a condition
of secular
equilibrium would eventually obtain, where the phase boundary would follow
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the applied load, and criteria were presentedto determinewhen sucha situation
would obtain. In addition, the criterion determining when a continuousload
would appear as an impulsive one was determined and shownto be independent
of the loading rate. Similarly, the time at which the phase boundary would
reverse its motion was shown to have only weak dependenceon the loading rate,
and an explicit expressionfor this time was given.
The effect of a phase changein conjunctionwith isostatic compensationon
subsidencedue to sedimentationwas shownto be maior. For a proper choiceof
reasonableparameters, the thickness of sedimentsthat can be depositedin a
basin is limited primarily by the time at which the phaseboundaryreversesmotion, and not the initial depthof water. For a phasechangeat a depthof ,•40 km,
this time is ~20 million years; thus for a wide variety of cases,wherethe basin
is not filled beforereversalthe sedimentthicknessdependsalmostexclusivelyon
the sedimentationrate. The final elevationafter uplift and attainmentof thermal
equilibrium can be substantial; the actual elevation will depend, however, on
erosionrates after uplift, which have not been studied here. The proper study
of the problem including erosionwill depend strongly on the actual long-term
behavior.Sincethis behaviorwill be dominatedby the boundaryconditionsat
depth, the problem of the proper choicefor this conditionmust be.resolvedfor
further progresswith a one-dimensionalmodel.
The existenceof reasonably accurate analytic approximationsto the actual
solutionpermits the dependenceof the solution on the various parametersto be
readily seen.This allows various geophysicalmodels to be consideredwithout
the need of obtaining numerical solutionsfor each one. In addition, certain characteristicsof the solutionmay be identified (e.g. long- or short-termmotion), or
certain aspectsof the model may be characterizedin terms of their effect on the
solution (e.g. slow or rapid sedimentation). The problem may be separatedinto
rather distinct physical processeswith characteristictime constants.The characteristic

times are determined

from the initial

state of the model.

Insofar

as the

characteristictimes of the various processesare distinct, the separate modes of
the motion are then subject to an a priori analysis. When the characteristictimes
overlap, the motion may be more complicated.This allows the det.ermination of
the conditionsunder which the motion of a phase changewill be an important
geophysicalprocess.Once this is done, the problem of whether such conditions
actually exist may be treated separately.
APPENDIX

1

The guttedproblemis formulatedfor 0(•, r), •m(r)'
r>O

0(0, r) = 0(1, r) = O,
O0

O0
•=•m-(r)

(A1)

r>O

_ cd•m
dr

(A3)
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0(•(0), 0) = D•(0) - E

(A5)

D, 0 <•(0)

< 1,

C> D•(0) -E

(A0)

We will showthat theseequationsdeterminethe initial motionof the phase

boundary,
tha• the phaseboundaryis bounded
by the equilibriumpositionand
the initial position,that the temperatureto the righ• of the phaseboundaryalwaysliesbeneaththe Clapeyroncurve,andtha• the signof 0-•0/0•
'• immediately
to the right of the phaseboundaryis determined.
Multiplying (A1) by 0 and integrating

Carrying out the integrationon the left and substituting(A2), (A4),

and

(As)

Integratingwith respectto r andusing(A5), whichimplies

fo'0'g,
0)dg
=0
we obtain

This is strictlypositive,sincethe termson the right are positiveandvanishonly
if 0 and O0/Og
vanishidenticallyon the wholeinterval.If the integrationis carried out on the left

C[(D/2)(I&(O) q- •m(r)) -- E][•(0) -- •(r)]

> 0

By reduetioad absurdumD•,• (0) - E > 0 implies•,,•(0) - .&,(r) > 0 and
D•m(O) -- E < 0 implies&,(0) -- •,•(r) < 0. Thus the phaseboundaryis con-

strainedto lie ononlyonesideof its initial position,andthe sign(d&•/dr)I•=o+is
determined.

'

By applyingthe maximum-minimum
principle,we nowshowthat • (•) never
crosses
• -- E/D, whichis the only equilibriumposition•or the phaseboundary.
This principlestates•hat, if •'0/• •' -. 30/3• on a regionin spaceR with boundary B, that both the maximumand minimum of 0 on R for • •_ ß _• 0, where ß
is somearbitrary time, will be attainedfor either •eB, • •_ • • 0 or •e/•, • = 0.
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Hence, •he ex•rema mus• lie on •he boundaries
//-- 0,

// = //m(r),

r > 0

or 0 <//_< //m(0),

r = 0

in regionl

// = 1,

r > 0

or //m(0)<_//<_ 1,

r = 0

in region2

or

//-- //re(r),

If •he zero of •he Clapeyron curve has not been crossed,•(•)
> ElD. Use
of •he minimumprinciplethen shows0(•, •) > 0. If • approachesElD from •he
right, •hen d&•/d•- < 0. We now show•ha• d&•/d•- either goes•o zero or reverses
sign, if &• = ElD.
00
• m= E/D +

=limIO[(E/D)-½e'r]-O[(E/D),r]]
>_0
•--•0

•

and similarly
00

<o
•

=E/D

-

Hence, from (A3)

>o
a[ •hc boundary,whereasi[ is negativewhen approachingthe boundary;hence,
• - ElD is never crossedand • (r) > ElD.
We now showtha[ •hc Clapcyron curve is never exceededin region 2. Consider•he functionO'(•, r) - 0(•, r) - (D• - E) in region2. Sinceobviously020•
0•" - O0'/Or,we may apply [he maximumprinciple. Since
0'(•/,0) = --(D•/0'(1, r) = -(D--E)
O'(•m(T),T) = 0

E) < 0
< 0

•m(0) < •/ _• 1
r > 0
Tk 0

then 0'(•, r) _<0 or 0(•, r) _<D• - E. Thus the temperatureto the righ[ of the
phaseboundaryalways lies beneaththe Clapeyroncurve.In addition, if •m(r) <
•m(0), applyingthe maximumprincipleto 0 showstha[ 0(•, r) < 0(•m(0), 0) -D& (0) - E.

We now exhibi• a relationshiptha• determines•he signof 020/0•• a[ the phase
boundary. This or an analogousrelationshipmay be useful in providing insight
to other problemsof this type.
SinceO(•m,r) -- D• -- E, we obtain by the chainrule

Dd•m
O0 d•m
+ O0
O0 d•m
_4_
020
dr - 05 •=•mdr •rr •--•m-- O• •=•mdr -• •:•'
Hence
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To the right of the phase boundary, • is boundedby the Clapeyron curve; hence

oo[
D--•-•
•=•m
+>_o
Therefore

020

/d•m> o

•=•m+ /

dr --

Thus, if df,,/dr _< O, then
020

<0

0•" •:•m+--

and the shapeof the temperature curve to the right of the phaseboundary is always convex upward. In addition, from consideration of the initial conditions
(A5), for a short enoughtime, say r < r•,

020 /d•m
00 >D'
'
henee•
•=•
m-/•rr<0 for
r <rl

O• •=•m-

Thus, the initial shapeof the temperaturecurve near the phaseboundary is determined.

APPENDIX

2

For numerical solution,the derivativesin equations25, 26, and 27 were replacedby standardfinite differenceapproximations[Forsytheand Wasow,1964].
The field equation OO/Or-- •'0/• •' was replacedby the implicit differenceequation

+

k

ha

(A7)

whereh and k are the spaceand time increments,respectively.This may be written, with • - k/h a, as
0(//, r) = --t•0(5 -- h, r q- k) q- (1 q- 2t00(•, r q- k) -- t•0(5q- h, r q- k)

whichmay be regardedas a systemof simultaneous
linear equationsfor the values
of 0(•, r + k) at the net points• = ih, i = O, 1, 2, '". If the numberof equations
is finite and suitableboundaryconditionsare applied at the end points of the.
region,the abovesystemcan be solvedfor 0(•, r + k) in terms of 0(•, r) at the
net points.
The advantage of such an implicit method is that it is stable for all values

of tz;that is, it obeysthe samemaximum-minimum
principleas doesthe original
differentialequation[Forsytheand Wasow,1964,p. 102].
The above method can be applied in each of the regions0 <_ • _< •m and
•m _< • _< 1, provided •m(r + k), and henceO(•m(r + Is), t + k) are known. If
• = mxhand • = m2hare the net pointsimmediatelyto the left and right of the
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phase
boundary,
andh•----8m- mlh,h2----m2h-- •,,, theboundary
condition
27c

becomes

•m(•
+ •) --•m(•)
: •kIO(m2h'Tt)-O(•m'Tt)
•
-- O(•:m'rt)--O(m•h
•
1 (A9)
where•' maybe• or • q- k. 0(&•,•') is givenby the Clapeyron
curve,once

•m(•') is known.

The method
of solution
usedwas'knowing
0(8, •), 8•(•),
(1)

8m(•+ k) was calculated
from (9) by letting•' = •. Hence,0(•,•,
ß + k) was calculated.

(2)

Thesystem
of equations
(AS)wassolved
for•henef•pointsi - 1, '",
m• andi - ma '", n where(n + 1) h - 1, by Gauss'elimination
method.

•(•

+ k) wasrecalculated
from (A9), using•' - • + k.

(4) Using•hisnewvalueof 8,•(• + k), s•eps
2 and3 wererepea•ed.
(5) If •wo successive
determinations
of 8•(• + k) werewithin a certain

limit of oneanother,•he i•erafiveprocess
wasstopped
andthe whole
processwas repeatedfor •he nex• time step.

The equationA9 givesthe velocityof the phaseboundaryat a giventime;
the averagevelocityovera time stepwasusedto calculatethe movementof the
phaseboundary:

•m(T
+ k)i •m(T
) __I
«•L•-;
•_-+ •d•m]
Fd•m
r

r=r+k

In addition,since•hevelociSy
of •hephaseboundary
is singulara5• = 0, i5
wasassumed
in analogywi•h •he classicalS•efanproblem•ha• d•/d• wasproporfionalto •/a for shot5times.Thus •(k) -- •(0) couldbe calculatedfrom
(d•/d•) ]• = •. (Forproblems
in whichthe singularbehavior
is of paramoun•
importancea changeof variable to • may be desirable).In order •o check•his
assumption,
•he integralform of 5heboundarycondition

--C
d•m
d•10d•+ •O0
d• - d•
•o O0
O5•
wasusedin •he computerprogram,performing•he integralnumericallyby •he
•rapezoidalrule. In •his way •he displacemen•
of •he phaseboundaryis determineddirectlyfor eachtime s•epra•her•han the velocity.Thus i• was found,
using•his formof •he boundarycondition:

•m(2k)
- •m(O)
= 1.44
em(•) -- •,•(0)

Usingthe differentialform includingthe assumption
on d&•/d•-gavea ratio
slightlycloserto 2•/2 = 1.414,whichwasthe expectedvalue. Considering
the inheren•difficulties
in treatingsucha singularitynumerically,the resultswereconsideredacceptable.
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The singularit•yin velocity at r - 0 also made it desirableto use an extremely fine spacenet•and smalltime steps.The retentionof sucha fine nets,however,wouldhave requireda prohibitivelylong executiontime for the solutionto
proceedto large enoughvaluesof r. Therefore,provisionswere made.in the program both for making the spacenet coarserand for varying t•hetime step. The
spacenet was made coarserat times chosensothat•0 would be sufficientlysmooth
to be relatively unaffectedby the change.The time step k was doubledwhenever

!•m(r+ k) - •m(r)] waslessthan a predetermined
minimum.A maximumsteep
was set, though,beyondwhich k was not•increased.Comparisonsin trial cases
showedno signifieant•differencesbetweencaseswhere the maximum k resulted
in • = 3.2 or where• reached102.4.In the solutionsusedin this paper, t• varies
from 0.1 initially to a final value of 51.2.

Comparisons
of trial solutions
with differentnet spacingsand time stepsindieated: (1) refinementof the spacenet causedthe phase boundary to move

faster,especiallyfor smallr; and (2) a smallertime stepcausedthe phaseboundary to movemoreslowly,especiallyfor smallr. The maximumdifferencebetween
any two trial solutionsfor the locationof the phaseboundaryat• a giventime
was300 meters,and this differenceappearedduringthe first•15% of the 9 km of
total rnovement•
of t•hephaseboundary,the differencedecreasingslowly during
the last 85%.

Thus,the finite net spacingand time stepsseemto causeerrorsof opposite
signthat are significantonly duringthe initial phasesof the solution.Theseerrors
may be at,tributed primarily to the singularityin velocity at time r = 0. The
solutionspresentedin [his paperhave all beenperformedwith the samenet spacing and initial time steps;comparisons
amongt.hemshouldthereforebe subject
to relatively little error.
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